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Introduction
The problem of resolution of singularities of algebraic varieties over elds of char-
acteristic zero has been completely solved by H. Hironaka in his celebrated paper
[Hi]. Roughly speaking, the strategy is to properly choose a center to blow up and,
taking into account some invariants, to show that an improvement appears after
the blow up. In addition to Hironaka's resolution, some other approaches have been
proposed. In this work, we will explore two of them: Nash modication and higher
Nash blowup. These constructions are of a more geometric nature and provide a
canonical modication of a variety that consists in replacing singular points by sets
of limits of certain vector spaces carrying rst or higher-order data associated to the
variety at non-singular points.
Let X  Cm be an irreducible algebraic variety of dimension d and let R be its
ring of regular functions. Let I = ker(R
R! R), where r
 r0 7! rr0. We see I as
an R module via the map R! R 
 R, r 7! r 
 1. For any x 2 X, let (Rx;mx) be
the localization of R in x. Consider the following C = Rx=mx vector space:
T nxX = (Ix=I
n+1
x 
 C)_:
This is a vector space of dimension N =
 
d+n
d
 1 whenever x is a non-singular point.
The fact that X  Cm implies that T nxX  T nxCm = CM where M =
 
m+n
m
   1,
that is, we can see T nxX as an element of the grassmanian G(N;M). Now consider
the Gauss map:
Gn : X n Sing(X)! G(N;M); x 7! T nxX:
Denote by Xn the Zariski closure of the graph of Gn. Call n the restriction to Xn of
the projection of XG(N;M) to X. When n = 1, the pair (Xn; n) is usually called
the Nash modication of X (or Nash transformation, or Nash blowup, or Semple-
Nash modication). For n > 1, (Xn; n) is called the higher Nash blowup of X (or
Nash transformation relative to I=In+1). This construction gives a canonical modi-
cation of an algebraic variety that replaces singular points by limits of sequences
fT nxiXg, where fxig  X is any sequence of non-singular points converging to a
singular point. Moreover, the Nash modication and the higher Nash blowup do not
depend on the embedding in the ane space Cm and can be dened over any eld.
vii
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Two natural questions have been proposed regarding the resolution properties of
the previous construction:
 (Q1) Do a nite number of iterations of Nash modication resolve singularities
of any variety?
According to [GT], this question was rst posed by J. G. Semple in [S], and
was later rediscovered by J. Nash (see [Sp]).
 (Q2) If n 0, is Xn non-singular?
The notion of higher Nash blowup or Nash transformation relative to I=In+1
was introduced by A. Oneto and E. Zatini in [OZ] and, independently, by T.
Yasuda in [Y]. It is in this last paper that the question appeared.
(Q1) and (Q2) are independent questions: It is not the same thing to perform
(Xn; n) once as to iterate (X1; 1) n times. In this work we will consider these
and some other related questions in the case of toric varieties.
(Q1): Iteration of Nash modication
In Chapter 2 we will be interested in applying Nash modication to not necessarily
normal toric surfaces and nding out whether or not the iteration of this process
resolves their singularities.
Let us summarize the work that has been done related to the resolution problem
via Nash modication. A. Nobile proved that, over an algebraically closed eld of
characteristic zero, the Nash modication is an isomorphism if and only if the va-
riety is non-singular ([No], Theorem 2). In particular, curves are resolved with a
nite iteration of Nash modications. He also gave an example showing that this
is not so for elds of positive characteristic ([No], Example 1). Later, V. Rebassoo
showed in his Ph.D. thesis that the iteration of Nash modication resolves the sin-
gularities of the family fzp + xqyr = 0g  C3, for any p; q; r 2 Z ([R], Theorem
3.1). G. Gonzalez-Sprinberg proved that normalized Nash modications (i.e., Nash
modication composed with normalization) resolve rational double points and cyclic
quotient singularities ([GS-2], Corollary 5.2.2). Finally, using Gonzalez-Sprinberg's
work and a result of H. Hironaka ([Hi-2]) stating that a nite iteration of normalized
Nash modications of a surface produces a so-called sandwiched singularity, M. Spi-
vakovsky proved that iterating normalized Nash modication resolves singularities
of complex surfaces ([Sp], Theorem III.2.1).
In the context of toric varieties over a eld of characteristic zero, G. Gonzalez-
Sprinberg proved that a nite iteration of normalized Nash modication resolves
singularities of normal toric surfaces ([GS-1], Section 2.3). More recently, normalized
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Nash modication of normal toric varieties has been treated from a computational
point of view in the work of A. Atanasov et al. ([At]). Moreover, it has been shown
by P. Gonzalez Perez and B. Teissier in [GT], and by D. Grigoriev and P. Milman
in [GM], that in the case of (not necessarily normal) toric varieties the iteration of
Nash modication can be translated into a purely combinatorial algorithm. In ad-
dition, it is proved in [GT] (Theorem 14.3) that Nash modication of toric varieties
gives local uniformization along some valuations. Finally, a bound on the number of
iterations for the normalized Nash modication of normal toric surfaces is given in
[GM] (Corollary 6.9).
Here we will explore the combinatorial translation of the iteration of Nash mod-
ication as presented in [GM], for toric surfaces. Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 be
a set of monomial exponents of some toric surface X, i.e., X is the Zariski clo-
sure in Cr of f(x1 ; : : : ; xr)jx 2 (C)2g, where xi = xi;11 xi;22 . Let S = ffi; jg 
f1; : : : ; rgj det(i j) 6= 0g. Fix fi0; j0g 2 S and let (see gure 1)
Ai0() = fk   i0 jk 2 f1; : : : ; rg n fi0; j0g; det(k j0) 6= 0g;
Aj0() = fk   j0 jk 2 f1; : : : ; rg n fi0; j0g; det(k i0) 6= 0g:
Let i0;j0 = Ai0() [ Aj0() [ fi0 ; j0g and S 0 = ffi; jg 2 Sj(0; 0) =2 Conv(i;j)g,
where Conv(i;j) denotes the convex hull of i;j in R2. Then it is proved in [GM],
Section 4, that, if (0; 0) =2 Conv(), the ane charts of the Nash modication of X
are given by the toric surfaces associated to the sets i;j such that fi; jg 2 S 0. The
iteration of this algorithm gives rise to a tree in which every branch corresponds to
the successive choices of fi; jg 2 S 0. A branch of the algorithm ends if the semigroup
Z0i;j is generated by two elements.
γ
3
γ
1
γ
3
γ
1−
γ
3
γ
2−
γ
4
γ
2−
γ
2
γ
4
x
y
Figure 1: Algorithm for f1; 2g 2 S.
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We will prove the following result: Fix L : R2 ! R, (x; y) 7! ax+ by, where a; b 2 Z
and (a; b) = 1 (we allow a = 1, b = 0, and a = 0, b = 1), such that L()  0. Let i,
j 2  be two elements such that L(i)  L(k) for all k 2 , L(j)  L(k) for all
k 2  such that det(i k) 6= 0 and such that fi; jg 2 S 0. We say that L chooses i,
j, although i and j need not be uniquely determined by the above conditions.
Theorem 0.0.1. (see Theorem 2.2.10) Let   Z2 be a set of monomial exponents of
some toric surface. Then the iteration of the algorithm following L(x; y) eventually
produces a semigroup generated by two elements.
Moreover, we will give a bound (that depends on L) on the number of steps
required for the algorithm to stop. Under the above conditions on L we may assume
that   Z Z0 and L(x; y) = y.
Theorem 0.0.2. (see Theorem 2.2.18) Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z  Z0 be a set of
monomial exponents of some toric surface. Consider L(x; y) = y. Let
u0() = maxfL(i)ji 2 g;
v0() = maxfjcx(i)jji 2 g;
where cx(i) is the rst coordinate of i. Then after at most
2  u0() + 2u0() 1  v0()
iterations following L, the algorithm stops.
The study of the combinatorial algorithm was motivated by the question of
whether the iteration of Nash modication resolves singularities of toric surfaces.
The above results prove that this is indeed the case for certain choices of ane
charts. To give a more concrete statement of the scope of our result, we will show
that theorem 0.0.1 has the following interpretation in terms of valuations.
Theorem 0.0.3. (see Theorem 2.3.5) Let X be an ane toric surface and let
C(x1; x2) be its eld of rational functions. Let  : C(x1; x2) !   be any valuation
centered on X such that (x1) 6= (x2) for all  2 R nQ. Then a nite iteration of
Nash modication gives local uniformization along .
According to the classication of valuations of C(x1; x2) ([Va], Section 3.2), the
problem of local uniformization of toric surfaces by iterating Nash modication
remains open for valuations  having group of values Z + Z, where  2 R n Q,
  0, and such that there exists  2 R n Q satisfying (x1) = (x2). The results
presented in Chapter 2 appeared in [D].
xi
(Q2): One-step resolution via higher Nash blowup
In Chapter 3 we will study the higher Nash blowup applied to normal toric varieties.
The denition of higher Nash blowup is due to T. Yasuda ([Y]). This construction
considers not only rst-order data, as with the tangent space, but also higher-order
one. Instead of tangent spaces, the author considers nth innitesimal neighborhoods
of non-singular points. Then one replaces singular points by limits of these innites-
imal neighborhoods at non-singular points. The resulting variety is called higher
Nash blowup of order n and is denoted by Nashn(X) (this denition is equivalent
to the one we gave at the beginning of the introduction). When n = 1, Nashn(X)
coincides with the usual Nash blowup. Yasuda then conjectures that for n  0,
Nashn(X) is non-singular. If the conjecture is true, this process would give reso-
lution of singularities in one step. In the same paper, the author proves that his
conjecture is true in the case of curves over an algebraically closed eld of character-
istic zero ([Y], Corollary 3.7). He also give an example showing that the conjecture
fails for elds of positive characteristic ([Y], Proposition 3.9).
We will be interested in giving a combinatorial description of the higher Nash blowup
of a toric variety. The original idea was to give a description as explicit as the one
given in [GM] or [GT] for the usual Nash blowup. Unfortunately, in the process we
ran into the following diculties that we did not manage to overcome:
 One of the main ideas appearing in [GM] or [GT] is the fact that the ideal that
is blown up in order to get the Nash blowup is a monomial ideal. To prove this,
an explicit presentation of the module I=I2 is required (I as in the beginning
of the introduction). For the module I=In+1, n  2, we do not know if there
is such a presentation.
 In [GT], Part I, the authors give a combinatorial description of non-normal
toric varieties having a nite open cover by T invariant ane sets. This result
could lead to the explicit description we were looking for. However, it is not
clear that such a cover exists for the higher Nash blowup of a toric variety.
In order to avoid these diculties we will consider instead the normalization of
Nashn(X). By the general theory of normal toric varieties the normalization of
Nashn(X) is given by some fan. This is the fan we will describe.
Let   Rd be a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone, X the associated normal
toric variety, and C[A] := C[\Zd] = C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Let Nashn(X) be the normal-
ization of Nashn(X). The action of the torus on X induces an action on Nashn(X)
and consequently on Nashn(X). Therefore Nashn(X) has a natural structure of
normal toric variety and so it is dened by some fan . Then we will prove:
xii Introduction
Theorem 0.0.4. (see Theorem 3.3.5) Let X = Spec C[A] be the normal toric va-
riety associated to the cone . Let  be the fan associated to the normalization of
Nashn(X) and let GF (Jn) be the Grobner fan of Jn := hxa1   1; : : : ; xas   1in+1.
Then  = GF (Jn).
The proof of this theorem consists essentially in comparing the action of the
torus on the distinguished point of the dense orbit of Nashn(X) and the induced
action on the ideal Jn. By taking suitable limits, the same action will give us the
distinguished points of orbits in Nashn(X) and initial ideals of Jn. A virtue of the
this theorem is that the Grobner fan is amenable to computer investigation. We will
make use of this advantage in the sequel.
The idea of comparing the fan dening Nashn(X) with a Grobner fan is inspired
by a similar idea that appears in another paper of T. Yasuda in which the author
denes a variant of Nashn(X) in positive characteristic. In the case of toric vari-
eties, the author proves, using similar arguments, that this variant is determined by
a Grobner fan ([Y1], Proposition 3.5).
Later, we will study an analogue of the following well-known theorem of A. No-
bile ([No], Theorem 2): Over an algebraically closed eld of characteristic zero, the
Nash blowup of a variety X is an isomorphism if and only if X is non-singular. One
can naturally ask if this theorem also holds for the higher Nash blowup. We answer
this question armatively when X is a normal toric variety.
Theorem 0.0.5. (see Corollary 3.4.8) Let X be a normal toric variety and let
(Nashn(X); n) be its higher Nash blowup of order n. Then n is an isomorphism
if and only if X is non-singular.
Using the description of Nashn(X) in terms of a Grobner fan, this problem can
be reduced to showing that this fan is a non-trivial subdivision of the cone, say ,
dening X. By general results on the Grobner fan, this is equivalent to showing that
there exists an element of some reduced Grobner basis with the property that its
initial part with respect to some w 2  changes as we vary w in .
We will conclude our discussion of the higher Nash blowup of toric varieties with a
section regarding the conjecture on the one-step resolution via higher Nash blowup.
Yasuda has stated that the A3-singularity is probably a counterexample to this con-
jecture ([Y1], Remark 1.5). Using the combinatorial description of Nashn(X), we
will explore the Am-singularity and we will see that, indeed, for m = 3, the sequence
of Nashn(X) has an unexpected behaviour, although we will not prove anything
conclusive.
xiii
In all the previous discussion, we have been using the notion of Grobner fan of
an ideal in a monomial subalgebra. The Grobner fan is actually dened for ideals
in the polynomial ring but it can be generalized to the context of monomial subal-
gebras. A general theory of Grobner bases of ideals in arbitrary subalgebras of the
polynomial ring has been proposed by several authors including [KM], [Mi], [Ol],
and [RS]. In each of these papers, the authors consider monomial orders on the
subalgebra coming from monomial orders on the polynomial ring. However, we will
see that not every monomial order in a subalgebra is of this form (see example 3.1.2).
For us, it will be important to take into account every possible monomial order
on the subalgebra. On the other hand, unlike the mentioned papers, we are only
interested in proving the existence and uniqueness of reduced Grobner bases in this
context. To this end, we will verify that the basic theory of Grobner bases as pre-
sented in [AL] or [CLO], as well as the construction of the Grobner fan, can be
translated to this context. In particular, we will see that the passage from polyno-
mial rings to monomial subalgebras requires only very minor modications. For this
reason, we will present rst in Chapter 3 a summary of the basic theory of Grobner
bases and of Grobner fan and then we will include in Appendix A a more detailed
exposition of results and proofs required to pass from one setting to the other.
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries on toric varieties
In this chapter we will recall denitions and results of the theory of toric varieties
that we will need in subsequent chapters. We will start with the classical theory as
presented in [CLS], [F], or [O]. Then we will introduce the combinatorial denition
of not necessarily normal abstract toric varieties appearing in [GT].
1.1 Toric varieties
Denition 1.1.1. Let C := C n f0g. A torus T is an ane variety isomorphic to
(C)d, where T inherits a group structure from the isomorphism.
A character of a torus T is a morphism  : T ! C that is a group homo-
morphism. For example, m = (a1; : : : ; ad) 2 Zd gives a character m : (C)d ! C
dened by m(t1; : : : ; td) = t
a1
1 t
a2
2    tadd : For an arbitrary torus T, its characters form
a latticeM (i.e.,M is a free abelian group of nite rank). A one-parameter subgroup
of a torus T is a morphism  : C ! T that is a group homomorphism. For example,
u = (b1; : : : ; bd) 2 Zd gives a one-parameter subgroup u : C ! (C)d dened by
u(t) = (t
b1 ; : : : ; tbd): For an arbitrary torus T the set of one-parameter subgroups
form a lattice N of rank equal to the dimension of T and dual to M ([CLS], page
11).
Denition 1.1.2. An ane toric variety is an irreducible ane variety X contain-
ing a torus T = (C)d as a Zariski open set such that the action of T on itself extends
to an action of T on X.
Given a torus T with character lattice M , a set  = fm1; : : : ;mrg  M gives
characters mi : T! C. Consider the map
 : T! Cr
t 7! (m1(t); : : : ; mr(t)):
1
2 CHAPTER 1. Preliminaries on toric varieties
The Zariski closure of (T), denotedX, is an ane toric variety of dimension equal
to the rank of the sublattice generated by . In fact, every ane toric variety can
be constructed in this way ([CLS], Theorem 1.1.17). The ideal dening the variety
X can be described as follows. The set  induces a map of lattices Zr !M sending
the standard basis e1; : : : ; er to m1; : : : ;mr. Let L be the kernel of this map. Then
X is dened by the ideal ([CLS], Proposition 1.1.9):
I := hx   xj;  2 Nr;    2 Li  C[x1; : : : ; xr];
where x := x11 x
2
2   xrr . In particular, we observe that this ideal is a binomial
ideal. It is important to remark that the denition of ane toric variety does not
depend on the choice of the set  in the following sense. Consider the semigroup
Z0 := f
P
i imiji 2 Z0g. Being nitely generated, this semigroup determines
a nitely generated C-algebra C[Z0] := C[m1 ; : : : ; mr ], with multiplication in-
duced by m  m0 = m+m0 . Then X = Spec C[Z0] ([CLS], Proposition 1.1.14).
In particular, if , 0 M satisfy Z0 = Z00 then X = X0 .
If we add the condition of normality to denition 1.1.2, then a (normal) toric variety
can be described in terms of cones and fans. To begin with, let N andM be dual lat-
tices of rank d with associated vector spaces NR = N
R andMR =M
R. A convex
rational polyhedral cone in NR is a set of the form  = f
P
u2S uuju 2 R0g  NR;
where S  N is nite.
Let   NR be a convex rational polyhedral cone.
 We say that  is strongly convex if  \ ( ) = f0g.
 The dual cone is dened by  = fm 2MRjhm;ui  0 for all m 2 g.
 The dimension of  is the dimension of the smallest vector subspace of NR
containing .
 A face of  is  = Hm\ for some m 2 , where Hm := fu 2 NRjhm;ui = 0g.
 A facet of  is a face of codimension 1. An edge of  is a face of dimension 1.
 (Gordan's Lemma, [CLS], Proposition 1.2.17) The semigroup S :=  \M is
nitely generated.
Proposition 1.1.3. ([CLS], Proposition 1.2.23) Let   NR be a strongly convex
rational polyhedral cone of maximal dimension. Dene an element m 2 S n f0g to
be irreducible if m = m0 + m00 for m0;m00 2 S implies m0 = 0 or m00 = 0. Then
H = fm 2 Sjm is irreducibleg has the following properties:
(a) H is nite and generates S.
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(b) H contains the ray generators of the edges of .
(c) H is the minimal generating set of S in the sense of inclusion.
By Gordan's lemma, if  is a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone, S is a
nitely generated semigroup and so determines a nitely generated C-algebra C[S].
Then X := Spec C[S] is an ane normal toric variety of dimension d with torus
T = N 
Z C ([CLS], Theorem 1.2.18). Moreover, if  = fm1; : : : ;mrg M is such
that Z = M , and  is the dual cone of the cone generated by , then X is the
normalization of the ane toric variety X ([CLS], Proposition 1.3.8).
In order to build general (not necessarily ane) normal toric varieties we need
the notion of a fan. A fan  in NR is a nite collection of cones   NR such that:
 Every  2  is a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone.
 For all  2 , each face of  is also in .
 For all 1; 2 2  the intersection 1 \ 2 is a face of each.
By denition, the support of  is jj := [2  NR. Every cone in a fan  gives
rise to a normal ane toric variety. By the conditions on the denition of a fan, it is
possible to glue together these ane toric varieties to yield an abstract normal toric
variety X ([CLS], Section 3.1). Moreover, every normal toric variety comes from a
fan. This is a consequence of a theorem of Sumihiro ([Su], Corollary 2).
Theorem 1.1.4. ([CLS], Corollary 3.1.8) Let X be a normal toric variety with
torus T. Then there exists a lattice N and a fan  in NR such that X = X.
A toric variety with torus T can be decomposed into orbits of the action. For
normal toric varieties X coming from a fan , these orbits have a particularly nice
description. First, there exists the following bijective correspondence:
fcones  in g  ! fT  orbits in Xg:
To explain how this correspondence is given, let us recall the notion of distinguished
points of normal toric varieties. Let   NR be a strongly convex rational polyhedral
cone. The corresponding ane toric variety has a distinguished point, denoted by
, which is given by a map of semigroups  : S ! C dened by
a 7!

1 if a 2 ?;
0 otherwise;
where ? = fm 2 MRjhm;ui = 0 for all u 2 g. The distinguished point can
be concretely constructed as follows. Let H = fa1; : : : ; asg be the minimal set of
generators of S. Then  = ((a1); : : : ; (as)) 2 X ([CLS], Proposition 1.3.1). An
important feature of distinguished points that we will constantly use later appears
in the following proposition.
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Proposition 1.1.5. ([CLS], Proposition 3.2.2) Let   NR be a strongly convex
rational polyhedral cone. Let w 2 N and w : C ! T  X the corresponding
one-parameter subgroup. Then
w 2  () lim
t!0
w(t) exists in X:
Moreover, if w belongs to the relative interior of , then limt!0 w(t) = .
Let  be a fan and X its corresponding toric variety with torus T. For every
 2 , let O() := T    X be a torus orbit. Then the bijective correspondence
above is given by ([CLS], Theorem 3.2.6):
fcones  in g  ! fT  orbits in Xg
  ! O():
Now we recall some properties of toric morphisms. Let X1 and X2 be normal
toric varieties, where 1 and 2 are fans in (N1)R and (N2)R, respectively. A mor-
phism  : X1 ! X2 is toric if  maps the torus T1  X1 into T2  X2 and jT1
is a group homomorphism.
Theorem 1.1.6. ([CLS], Corollary 3.3.4, Lemma 3.3.21) Let N1, N2 be lattices and
1, 2 be fans in (N1)R and (N2)R, respectively.
(a) If  : N1 ! N2 is a Z-linear map that is compatible with 1 and 2 (i.e., for
every cone 1 2 1, there exists a cone 2 2 2 such that R(1)  2) then
there is a toric morphism  : X1 ! X2 such that jT1 is the map

 1 : N1 
Z C ! N2 
Z C:
(b) Conversely, if  : X1 ! X2 is a toric morphism, then  induces a Z-linear
map  : N1 ! N2 that is compatible with the fans 1 and 2.
Moreover, suppose that  : X1 ! X2 is the toric morphism coming from a map
 : N1 ! N2. Given 1 2 1, let 2 2 2 be the minimal cone containing R(1).
Then (1) = 2 and (O(1))  O(2).
A particular and especially important case of a toric morphism  : X1 ! X2
induced by a map  : N1 ! N2 arises when  is an isomorphism and 1 is a
renement of 2 under the identication (N1)R = (N2)R, i.e., 1 and 2 have the
same support and every cone of 1 is contained in a cone of 2. These morphisms
are characterized as follows.
Proposition 1.1.7. ([O], Corollary 1.17) The toric morphism  : X1 ! X2 is
proper and birational if and only if  is an isomorphism and 1 is a renement of
2 under the identication (N1)R = (N2)R.
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We conclude this section with the characterization of smooth toric varieties. We
say that a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone   NR is regular if it can be
generated by a subset of a Z-basis of N .
Theorem 1.1.8. ([CLS], Theorem 1.3.12) Let   NR be a strongly convex rational
polyhedral cone. Then the normal toric variety Spec C[S] is non-singular if and only
if  is regular.
1.2 General toric varieties without the assump-
tion of normality
In the classical theory of normal toric varieties a fan is used, among other things, to
encode the gluing of ane normal toric varieties. Recently, a similar combinatorial
approach appeared in the work of P. Gonzalez and B. Teissier ([GT], Part I) for
not necessarily normal toric varieties. The authors dene a general toric variety as
the gluing of ane toric varieties determined by a triple (N;; ) consisting of a
lattice N , a fan  in NR, and a family of semigroups   = f    \M j 2 g
satisfying certain compatibility conditions (see denition 1.2.1). Then they prove
that the toric varieties obtained in this way correspond to toric varieties having a
nite cover by ane T-invariant Zariski open sets (theorem 1.2.2). In this section
we briey describe this construction.
Let  0 be a nitely generated semigroup contained in a free abelian group M of
rank d. We assume in addition that Z 0 = M . Denote by N the dual lattice of M .
By choosing any set of generators of  0, we can associate to this semigroup an ane
toric variety T  0 with torus TM as we did in the previous section (we are using
the notation of [GT]). Let  be the dual cone of R0 0. For any face  of , let
  :=  0 +M(; 0), where M(; 0) is the lattice spanned by  0 \ ?. Notice that
  is a nitely generated semigroup such that Z  =M . The inclusion of semigroups
 0    determines a TM -equivariant embedding T    T  0 as an ane open set
(see [GT], Lemma 3.10).
Denition 1.2.1. (Combinatorial denition of toric varieties, [GT], Denition 4.1 )
A toric variety is given by the datum of a triple (N;; ) consisting of a lattice N , a
fan  in NR and a family of nitely generated semigroups   = f   \M j 2 g
contained in the lattice M = Hom(N;Z) such that:
i. Z  =M and R0  = , for  2 .
ii.   =   +M(; ), for each  2  and any face  of .
The corresponding toric variety T   is the union of the ane varieties T
  for  2 ,
where for any pair , 0 in  we glue up T   and T  0 along their common open
ane variety T  \0 .
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According to theorem 1.1.4, any normal toric variety has a nite covering by
invariant ane normal toric varieties. However, if the normality assumption is
dropped, this fact is no longer true: the projective nodal cubic C  P2C given by
the equation y2z   x2(x+ z) = 0 is a non-normal toric variety whose singular point
in not included in any invariant ane open set (see [GT], Example 7.3 or [CLS],
Example 3.A.1). It turns out that (not necessarily normal) toric varieties having a
nite cover by ane invariant open sets have the combinatorial description of the
previous denition (an abstract toric variety continues to mean the same thing as
in denition 1.1.2, although now abstract varieties are allowed).
Theorem 1.2.2. ([GT], Theorem 7.6) If X is a toric variety with torus T having
a nite covering by ane T -invariant open sets, then there exists a triple (N;; )
as in denition 1.2.1 and an isomorphism ' : T ! TM such that the pair (T;X) is
equivariantly isomorphic to (TM ; T  ) with respect to '.
Moreover, the normalization of the toric variety T   is the toric variety corre-
sponding to the fan  and the normalization map is obtained by gluing-up nor-
malizations of the charts T   , for   2   ([GT], Remark 4.6). In addition, some
other classical results of the theory of (normal) toric varieties have an analogue in
this context: the characterization of limits of one-parameter subgroups, the bijection
between cones and orbits, the characterization of toric morphisms, blowing ups of
equivariant ideals, etc.
Chapter 2
Nash modication on toric
surfaces
The Nash modication of an equidimensional algebraic variety is a canonical mod-
ication that replaces singular points by limits of tangent spaces at non-singular
points. It has been asked ([S], [Sp]) whether the iteration of this process gives a res-
olution of singularities of the variety. Recently, it has been proved ([GM], [GT]) that
the iteration of Nash modication of toric varieties corresponds to a purely combi-
natorial algorithm on the semigroup associated to the toric variety. In this chapter
we will partially solve this combinatorial problem in the case of toric surfaces.
2.1 Iteration of Nash modication as a combina-
torial algorithm
We start our discussion of the combinatorial algorithm by giving some examples
illustrating its main features. Then we describe in detail the algorithm itself as well
as the ane charts of the Nash modication that we consider.
2.1.1 Some examples
Let us start with our basic denitions.
Denition 2.1.1. Let X  Cr be an algebraic variety of pure dimension m. Con-
sider the Gauss map:
G : X n Sing(X)! G(m; r)
x 7! TxX;
where G(m; r) is the Grassmanian parameterizing the m-dimensional vector spaces
in Cr, and TxX is the direction of the tangent space to X at x. Denote by X the
7
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Zariski closure of the graph of G. Call  the restriction to X of the projection of
X G(m; r) to X.
X := gr G

((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
  // X G(m; r)

X
The pair (X; ) is called the Nash modication of X.
The map  is proper and is an isomorphism over the non-singular points of X;
it is a modication. The ber  1(x) consists in all limits of tangent spaces to X
along sequences of non-singular points tending to x.
Next we dene our main object of study. In this chapter, we will consider only
varieties of dimension two.
Denition 2.1.2. Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 such that Z := f
Pr
i=1 iiji 2 Zg =
Z2. Consider the following monomial map:
 : (C)2 ! Cr
x = (x1; x2) 7! (x1 ; : : : ; xr);
where xi := x
i;1
1 x
i;2
2 for i = 1; : : : ; r, and i = (i;1; i;2). Let X := X be the
corresponding ane toric variety.
(i) We call  a set of monomial exponents of X.
(ii) If (0; 0) =2 Conv(), where Conv() denotes the convex hull of  in R2, we callX
an essential ane toric variety and  an essential set of monomial exponents.
(iii) We say that 0  Z0 is a minimal set of monomial exponents if 0 generates
Z0 as a semigroup and for all  2 0,  =2 Z0(0 n fg).
Remark 2.1.3. According to [GM], Claim 3.2, the ane toric variety X is essential
if and only if 0 2 X.
 Example 1: The Whitney umbrella.
Consider the set of monomial exponents  = f(1; 0); (1; 1); (0; 2)g. This set in-
duces the following monomial map:
 : (C)2 ! C3
(u; v) 7! (u; uv; v2):
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The associated toric surface is X = f(x; y; z) 2 C3jx2z y2 = 0g. The tangent space
at any point (u; v) 2 X is determined by the jacobian matrix0@1 0v u
0 2v
1A
Composing with the Plucker coordinates on G(2; 3), we obtain:
X = f((u; uv; v2); (u : 2v : 2v2)) 2 X  P2j(u; v) 2 (C)2g:
Notice that we are taking (C)2 instead of X n Sing(X) to dene X. There is no
harm in doing this because both sets are dense in X.
Let Ui, i = 0; 1; 2, be the ane charts of P2. Then, after suitable changes of co-
ordinates, we obtain:
X \ U0 = f(u; uv; v2; u 1v; u 1v2) 2 C5j(u; v) 2 (C)2g;
X \ U1 = f(u; uv; v2; uv 1; v) 2 C5j(u; v) 2 (C)2g;
X \ U2 = f(u; uv; v2; uv 2; v 1) 2 C5j(u; v) 2 (C)2g:
Let 0 := [f( 1; 1); ( 1; 2)g, 1 := [f(1; 1); (0; 1)g, and 2 := [f(1; 2); (0; 1)g.
Then X\Ui = i((C)2), i = 0; 1; 2. This shows that the ane charts of the Nash
modication of X are also ane toric surfaces. Looking at the points of  we realize
that the new points appearing in i, i = 0; 1; 2, can be obtained as follows (see gure
2.1):
i = 0 : ( 1; 1) = (0; 2)  (1; 1); ( 1; 2) = (0; 2)  (1; 0);
i = 1 : (1; 1) = (1; 1)  (0; 2); (0; 1) = (1; 1)  (1; 0);
i = 2 : (1; 2) = (1; 0)  (0; 2); (0; 1) = (1; 0)  (1; 1):
This is the basic idea of the algorithm. By choosing pairs of non-collinear vectors
in , the sets of monomial exponents giving the ane charts of X can be obtained
by making some elementary operations on the set  and the chosen pair (the detailed
algorithm will be given in the next section). On the other hand, even though X is
essential, one of the ane charts of X is not. Indeed, (0; 0) 2 Conv(2). Neverthe-
less, it can be proved that X \ U2  X \ U1. To see this, we remark that (see
[GS-3], Section 4, Example 5):
 The ber  1((a; 0; 0)), for a 6= 0, consists of the single point (1 : 0 : 0).
 The ber  1((0; 0; c)), for c 6= 0, equals f(0 : 1 : c); (0 :  1 : c)g.
 The ber  1((0; 0; 0)) equals f(a : b : 0)ja; b 2 C; (a; b) 6= (0; 0)g.
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(0,2)
(1,0)
(1,1)
i = 2
i = 1
i = 0
Figure 2.1: Algorithm for the Whitney umbrella
 Over any other point of X, the ber consists of a single point contained in U0,
U1, and U2.
Since (0; 0) =2 Conv(0) and (0; 0) =2 Conv(1), we conclude that X is covered by
essential ane toric surfaces. This example illustrates a general fact:
Proposition 2.1.4. Let X be an essential ane toric variety. Then X is covered
by essential ane toric varieties.
Proof. See [GM], Construction 4.5 and Claim 4.6.
Thus, starting with an essential toric variety X, this proposition allows us to
iterate the process. Now the question is, when do we stop?
 Example 2.
Consider the set of monomial exponents  = f(1; 0); (2; 1); (0; 2); (0; 3)g and let
X = X be the corresponding ane toric surface. As in the previous example we
obtain:
X = f((u; u2v; v2; v3); (u2 : 2v : 3v2 : 4uv2 : 6uv3 : 0)) 2 X  P5j(u; v) 2 (C)2g:
Let Ui, i = 0; : : : ; 5, be the ane charts of P5. It can be checked that the toric
surfaces X\Ui are essential only for i = 0; 1. After suitable changes of coordinates,
we obtain:
X \ U0 = f(u; u2v; v2; v3; u 2v; u 2v2; u 1v2; u 1v3) 2 C8j(u; v) 2 (C)2g;
X \ U1 = f(u; u2v; v2; v3; u2v 1; v; uv; uv2) 2 C8j(u; v) 2 (C)2g:
Let 0 := [f( 2; 1); ( 2; 2); ( 1; 2); ( 1; 3)g and 1 := [f(2; 1); (0; 1); (1; 1); (1; 2)g.
Every element in 0 is a linear combination of (1; 0) and ( 2; 1) with coecients in
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N (see gure 2.2). We know that the ideal dening the resulting toric variety X0 is
given by
I0 = hxayb   xcydj(a; b) = (c; d)i;
where  : Z2 ! Z2, (a; b) 7! a(1; 0) + b( 2; 1). Consequently, I0 = h0i, i.e., X0 is
non-singular. Similarly, 1 can be minimally generated over N by (0; 1), (1; 0), and
(2; 1).
(1,0)
(2,1)
(0,2)
(0,3)
i = 1i = 0
Figure 2.2: Example 2
The resulting toric variety, X1 = f(x; y; z) 2 C3jy2   xz = 0g, has a singularity
at the origin. This example illustrates a general fact:
Proposition 2.1.5. An essential toric variety X given by some set of monomial
exponents  is non-singular if and only if the set  can be generated over N by dimX
of its elements.
Proof. See [GM], Criterion 3.16.
Remark 2.1.6. The previous criterion for non-singularity depends on the property
(0; 0) =2 Conv(). Let  = fe1; e2; e3; e4; e3; e3   e4g  Z4. Then X is non-singular
but  cannot be generated over N by any subset of four vectors (see [GM], Example
3.17).
Starting with an essential toric variety X, propositions 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 show
that the iteration of Nash modication is described by a simple algorithm that
stops when every resulting essential set of monomial exponents can be generated by
dimX elements.
2.1.2 The algorithm
Now we proceed to give a step-by-step description of the Nash modication algo-
rithm for essential toric surfaces. Then we specify the concrete ane charts that we
will follow.
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 Multidimensional Euclidean algorithm on essential collections (see
[GM], Section 4):
(A1) Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 be a set of monomial exponents of some toric surface
X such that (0; 0) =2 Conv().
(A2) Let S := ffi; jg  f1; : : : ; rgj det(i j) 6= 0g. Fix some fi0; j0g 2 S and
consider the sets (see gure 2.3)
Ai0() := fk   i0 jk 2 f1; : : : ; rg n fi0; j0g; det(k j0) 6= 0g;
Aj0() := fk   j0 jk 2 f1; : : : ; rg n fi0; j0g; det(k i0) 6= 0g:
γ
3
γ
1
γ
3
γ
1−
γ
3
γ
2−
γ
4
γ
2−
γ
2
γ
4
x
y
Figure 2.3: Step (A2) of the algorithm for f1; 2g 2 S.
(A3) Let i0;j0 := Ai0() [Aj0() [ fi0 ; j0g. If (0; 0) =2 Conv(i0;j0), then this set is
a set of monomial exponents for one ane chart of the Nash modication of
X. Recall that X is covered by these essential ane charts.
(A4) If the semigroup Z0i0;j0 is generated by two elements then this ane chart is
non-singular and we stop. Otherwise, replace  by i0;j0 and repeat the process.
Let us consider the elements of S obtained in the following way:
(B1) Fix any linear transformation L : R2 ! R, (x1; x2) 7! ax1+ bx2, a, b 2 Z, and
(a; b) = 1 (we allow a = 1, b = 0, and a = 0, b = 1), such that L()  0. We
call L() the L  value of .
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(B2) Let i, j 2  be two elements such that fi; jg 2 S, L(i)  L(k) for all
k 2 , L(j)  L(k) for all k 2  such that det(i k) 6= 0, and such that
(0; 0) =2 Conv(i;j). We say that L chooses i and j.
Remark 2.1.7. For any L satisfying L()  0, there exist i, j 2  such that (B2)
holds. To see this, consider the following cases:
(1) There exist two points 1, 2 such that det(1 2) 6= 0, L(1) < L() for all
 2  n f2g, and L(2) < L() for all  2  such that det( 1) 6= 0. Then 1,
2 satisfy (B2).
(2) There exists at least one element of L value 0. Among these points consider
the one closest to the origin and call it . Now consider the points in  of lowest
positive L value. Among these points there is exactly one point 0 such that
, 0 satisfy (B2).
(3) L() > 0 and there exist at least three elements 1; 2, 3 such that 0 < L(1) =
L(2) = L(3)  L(0); for all 0 2  n f1; 2; 3g. Consider the segment
joining the points of L value L(1). Then only the two pairs consisting of one
extremity of the segment and the point next to it satisfy (B2) (see gure 2.7).
(4) L() > 0, there exists  2  such that 0 < L() < L(0) for all 0 2 nfg, and
there are at least two elements 1; 2, with both det( i) 6= 0 and such that
L() < L(1) = L(2)  L(0); for all 0 2  such that det( 0) 6= 0. Then
only the two pairs consisting of  and one extremity of the segment joining
the points of L value L(1) satisfy (B2) (see gure 2.7).
In particular, the choices of L in (B2) may not be unique. In addition, multiplying
L by a positive constant does not modify its choices.
Example 2.1.8. Let 1 = (1; 0); 2 = (2; 1); 3 = (0; 2); 4 = (0; 3).
(A1) Let  = f1; 2; 3; 4g  Z2. Then S = ff1; 2g; f1; 3g; f1; 4g; f2; 3g f2; 4gg.
(B1) Consider the following linear transformations:
(i) L1(x; y) = y.
(ii) L2(x; y) =
p
3x+ y.
(B2) (i) L1 chooses 1 and 2.
(ii) L2 chooses 1 and 3.
(A2) For the choices f1; 2g, f1; 3g we obtain, respectively:
(i) A1() = f3   1; 4   1g, A2() = f3   2; 4   2g.
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(ii) A1() = f2   1g, A3() = f2   3; 4   3g.
(A3) The resulting sets are, respectively:
(i) 1;2 = f( 1; 2); ( 1; 3)g [ f( 2; 1); ( 2; 2)g [ f(1; 0); (2; 1)g.
(ii) 1;3 = f(1; 1)g [ f(2; 1); (0; 1)g [ f(1; 0); (0; 2)g.
(A4) The semigroups Z01;2, Z01;3 are generated, respectively, by:
(i) f( 2; 1); (1; 0)g. Therefore the algorithm stops for L1.
(ii) f(0; 1); (1; 0); (2; 1)g. Replacing  by 1;3, we have to repeat the process
for L2. The algorithm stops in the next iteration.
The main goal of this chapter is to prove that the algorithm stops for any choice
of linear transformation such that its kernel has rational slope or innite slope. In
other words, we will show that in this case it is always possible to obtain a semigroup
generated by two elements after iterating the algorithm enough times.
2.2 Iteration of the algorithm with respect to a
rational slope
2.2.1 A rst case
In this section we study a rst case of the problem stated in the previous section.
Consider a set of monomial exponents given by  = f(1; 0); 1; : : : ; rg  Z  Z0.
We will iterate the algorithm following the choices of the linear transformation
L(x; y) = y and we show that one eventually arrives to a semigroup generated
by two elements (actually, those elements will be (1; 0) and (; 1) for some  2 Z).
We intend to prove (always by following L(x; y) = y):
(1) If  = f(1; 0); (a1; b1); : : : ; (ar; br)g  Z2 is such that
(i) Z = Z2,
(ii) bi > 1 for all i,
then by iterating the algorithm we eventually arrive to an element of the form
(; 1) which can be taken by a linear isomorphism (that preserves L) to (0; 1).
(2) If  = f(1; 0); (0; 1); ( a1; b1); : : : ; ( ar; br)g is a minimal set of monomial ex-
ponents of some toric surface where (necessarily, possibly after renumbering)
1  a1 < a2 < : : : < ar and 1 < b1 < b2 < ::: < br, then by iterating the
algorithm one eventually arrives to a semigroup generated by two elements.
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Therefore, (1) implies that whenever (1; 0) 2  we can also suppose that (0; 1) 2
, i.e., the situation in (2).
Remark 2.2.1. The isomorphism that we will apply in (1) is an element of SL(2;Z)
that preserves L. The fact of being an isomorphism preserving L guarantees that the
algorithm is not modied. In addition, being an isomorphism guarantees that any
relation among the elements of  is preserved after applying it and no new relations
appear. This means that the surfaces obtained after applying the Nash modication
to isomorphic toric surfaces are also isomorphic.
Lemma 2.2.2. For  = f(1; 0); (a1; b1); (a2; b2); : : : ; (ar; br)g as in (1), the iteration
of the algorithm eventually produces an element of the form (; 1), which can be
taken by a linear isomorphism (that preserves L) to (0; 1).
Proof. Since Z = Z2 we have gcd(b1; b2; : : : ; br) = 1 and we assume that 1 <
b1 < b2 <    < br. We can assume this since if there were two points with the same
L value then one of them would be generated by the other and some positive multi-
ple of (1; 0). Call 0 = (1; 0) and i = (ai; bi). Then L chooses 0 and 1 and applying
the algorithm once we obtain a set 0 = f(1; 0); (c1; d1); (c2; d2); : : : ; (cs; ds)g, where
we also assume 1  d1 < d2 <    < ds. We can continue to assume this after more it-
erations of the algorithm since (1; 0) is always the rst choice of L and, consequently,
appears in every resulting set. Notice that fb1; b2   b1; : : : ; br   b1g  fd1; : : : ; dsg
(see gure 2.4).
b3
b2
b1
b3
b1b3 −
b2
b1b2 −
b1
x
yy
x
Figure 2.4: fb1; b2   b1; : : : ; br   b1g  fd1; : : : ; dsg.
Since gcd(b1; b2   b1; : : : ; br   b1) = 1 then gcd(d1; d2; : : : ; ds) = 1. We repeat the
algorithm until we nd some n1 2 N such that b2 n1b1  b1 and b2 (n1 1)b1 > b1. If
b2 n1b1 = b1 then b2 is a multiple of b1. In this case, we keep repeating the algorithm
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until we nd some n2 2 N such that b3 n2b1  b1 and b3  (n2 1)b1 > b1. Again, if
b3 n2b1 = b1 then b3 is a multiple of b1. This situation cannot continue for all bi since
gcd(b1; b2; : : : ; br) = 1. Therefore, bi   nb1 < b1 for some 2  i  r and some n 2 N.
At this moment, we have a new set 0 with some element whose second coordinate is
smaller than b1 and such that the greatest common divisor of the second coordinate
of all its elements is 1, that is, we are in the same situation we began with. Since
all numbers involved are integers, this process will take us eventually to 1, that is,
we will obtain an element of the form (; 1), with  2 Z. Finally, apply the linear
isomorphism T (x; y) = (x  y; y) to have T (; 1) = (0; 1) and T (1; 0) = (1; 0).
Notice that when r = 2 in the previous lemma the result of the algorithm on
the second coordinate is precisely Euclid's algorithm for b1 and b2. This observation
directly implies the lemma in this case. We now proceed to prove (2).
Lemma 2.2.3. Let  = f(1; 0); (0; 1); ( a; b)g where a  1 and b > 1. Then the
iteration of the algorithm eventually produces a semigroup generated by two elements.
Proof. We prove by induction that after applying the algorithm n times where n < b
one obtains:
fn;iji = 0; 1; : : : ; ng [ fe1; e2g;
where n;i := ( a   (n   i); b   i), e1 = (1; 0), and e2 = (0; 1) (see gure 2.5).
Let n = 1. Since b > 1, L chooses e1 and e2. Then the algorithm gives f( a  
1; b); ( a; b  1g [ fe1; e2g; which is precisely f1;iji = 0; 1g [ fe1; e2g: Suppose that
e2
e1
(−a,1)
(−a,b)
(−a−(b−1),b)
y
x
Figure 2.5: The resulting set.
the statement is true for n   1, i.e., after applying the algorithm n   1 times, we
obtain:
fn 1;iji = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1g [ fe1; e2g:
Since n 1 < b, L chooses again e1 and e2. Apply the algorithm. Since det(n 1;i e1) 6=
0 and det(n 1;i e2) 6= 0 one takes fn 1;i e1ji = 0; 1; : : : ; n 1g and fn 1;i e2ji =
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0; 1; : : : ; n  1g. But n 1;i   e1 = n;i and n 1;i   e2 = n;i+1, which completes the
induction. In particular, for n = b  1 we obtain the set:
0 = f( a  (b  1); b); ( a  (b  2); b  1); : : : ; ( a; 1)g [ fe1; e2g:
Notice that the points ( a   (n   i); b   i) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n are all contained in
some line ln of slope -1, for each n. Now, since   1a   1, this implies, for n = b  1,
that every point in 0 is generated by ( a; 1) and (1; 0). Therefore, after b  1 steps,
the resulting semigroup is generated by two elements.
Proposition 2.2.4. Let  = f(1; 0); (0; 1); ( a1; b1); : : : ; ( ar; br)g, where 1  a1 <
a2 < : : : < ar and 1 < b1 < : : : < br, be as in (2). Then the iteration of the algorithm
eventually produces a semigroup generated by two elements.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of elements of . The case r = 1
is given by the previous lemma. Assume that the result holds for r   1. As in the
previous lemma, after applying the algorithm b1   1 times every ( aj; bj) gives rise
to (see gure 2.6):
0j := f( aj   (b1   1  i); bj   i)ji = 0; 1; : : : ; b1   1g:
e1
e2
(−a   ,b   −(b   −1))
(−a   ,b   )
3
3
2
2
(−a  ,b  −(b  −1))3 1
(−a  ,b  )3
(−a  ,b  )
(−a  ,1)
2 1
1 1
1
2
y
x
Figure 2.6: The resulting sets.
As before, each 0j is contained in some line of slope -1. Thus, since   1a1   1,
every element in 0j is generated by ( aj; bj   (b1  1)); ( a1; 1), and (1; 0) for each
j. Therefore, if 0 = f( ai; bi   (b1   1))ji = 2; : : : ; rg [ f( a1; 1); (1; 0)g, we have
Z0
 r[
j=1
0j [ f(1; 0); (0; 1)g

= Z00:
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Next, we consider the linear isomorphism T (x; y) = (x+a1y; y). Then we have (since
T ( a1; 1) = (0; 1)),
T (0) = f(1; 0); (0; 1); ( c2; d2); ( c3; d3); : : : ; ( cr; dr)g:
Since jj = r+2 and jT (0)j = r+1 we have, by induction, that the iteration of the
algorithm over  eventually produces a semigroup generated by two elements.
Remark 2.2.5. Notice that if  = f( 1; 0); (a1; b1); : : : ; (ar; br)g then analogous
results (1) and (2) for this set can be reduced to the previous ones by considering
the linear isomorphism T (x; y) = ( x; y), since this isomorphism preserves L.
2.2.2 L of rational slope
Consider any set of monomial exponents given by  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2. In this sec-
tion we are going to prove that the iteration of the algorithm following L : R2 ! R,
(x; y) 7! ax + by, where a, b 2 Z (which can be assumed to be relatively prime)
and such that L()  0, eventually produces a semigroup generated by two ele-
ments. To reach this goal, we intend to reduce this case to the one already solved.
Under these assumptions we can assume that   Z  Z0 and that L(x; y) = y
(it suces to take the isomorphism T (x; y) = (x y; ax+by), where a+b = 1).
We intend to prove (always by following L(x; y) = y):
(1) If  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 such that L(i) > 0 for all i, then by iterating the
algorithm we eventually arrive to an element of the form (n; 0), with n 2 Z.
(2) If  = f(n; 0); 1; : : : ; rg is a set of monomial exponents of some toric surface
with n > 0, then the iteration of the algorithm eventually produces the point
(1; 0).
Lemma 2.2.6. If  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 such that L(i) > 0 for all i, then by
iterating the algorithm we eventually arrive to an element of the form (n; 0), with
n 2 Z.
Proof. First, notice that the choices of L are not unique in the following cases (see
gure 2.7):
(i) There exist at least three elements 1; 2, 3 such that
0 < L(1) = L(2) = L(3)  L(0);
for all 0 2  n f1; 2; 3g.
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Figure 2.7: Cases (i) and (ii).
(ii) There exists  2  such that 0 < L() < L(0) for all 0 2  n fg and there
are at least two elements 1; 2, with both det( i) 6= 0 and such that
0 < L() < L(1) = L(2)  L(0);
for all 0 2  such that det( 0) 6= 0.
In addition, an element of L value 0 could be obtained only after being in one
of the cases (i) or (ii). Suppose rst that we are not in any of the cases above, i.e., 
does not satisfy either (i) or (ii). Now, let us suppose (possibly after renumbering)
that L(i)  L(r); for all 1  i  r and that L chooses 1 and 2. Apply the
algorithm once to obtain 0 = f01; : : : ; 0r0g. Since  does not satisfy either (i) or (ii),
we have 0 < L(0i) for all 1  i  r0. Once again, possibly after renumbering, we
have L(0i)  L(0r0); for all 1  i  r0. Then, 0r0 = i   j for some i > 2 and some
j 2 f1; 2g, or 0r0 = j for some j 2 f1; 2g. If 0r0 = j then L(0r0) = L(j) < L(r).
This inequality is strict since  does not satisfy either (i) or (ii). If 0r0 = i   j for
some i > 2 and some j 2 f1; 2g then
L(0r0) = L(i)  L(j) < L(i)  L(r):
If 0 does not satisfy either (i) or (ii) then we are in the same situation we begin
with but now L(0r0) < L(r). Since L() 2 N this situation cannot continue inni-
tely many times. Therefore, either the resulting semigroup after some iteration of
the algorithm is generated by two elements or we arrive at one of the cases (i) or (ii).
So suppose we are in case (i). Let k := L(1) = L(2) = L(3). Denote by
f1; : : : ; sg all the elements of  whose L value is k. We may assume that cx(1) <
cx(2) < : : : < cx(s), where cx(i) denotes the rst coordinate of i. Under these
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assumptions, L may choose only the pairs f1; 2g or fs 1; sg. Indeed, let us sup-
pose that L chooses fi; jg dierent from f1; 2g and fs 1; sg. If s = 3, then
fi; jg = f1; 3g. This implies that, after applying the algorithm, cx(2   1) > 0
and cx(2 3) < 0 and then (0; 0) 2 Conv(2 1; 2 3)  Conv(0)  R2, where
0 is the resulting set after applying the algorithm. But according to (B2) of the
algorithm, we are supposed to choose only pairs such that (0; 0) =2 Conv(0), that is,
we have a contradiction. If s > 3, reasoning similarly we have the same conclusion.
So let us suppose that L chooses the pair f1; 2g. Applying the algorithm one more
time will give us 0 < cx(i  1), 0 < cx(i  2), L(i  1) = 0, and L(i  2) = 0
for all i > 2. Since s  3 we have at least one element in the resulting set whose
L value is 0, which in this case has the form (n; 0) with n > 0. If L chooses the
pair fs 1; sg then we will obtain an element of the form (m; 0) with m < 0.
Now suppose that we are in case (ii). Let k := L(1) = L(2). We denote by
f1; : : : ; sg all the elements of  whose L value is k. Once again, we may assume
that cx(1) < cx(2) < : : : < cx(s). Reasoning as before L chooses  and could
choose only 1 or s. Let us suppose that L chooses 1. Then 0 < cx(i   1) and
L(i  1) = 0 for all i > 1 such that det(i ) 6= 0. If L chooses  and s the result
is analogous. Since s  2 we have at least one element in the resulting set whose
L value is 0 which is what we wanted to prove.
Now we proceed to prove (2).
Lemma 2.2.7. If  = f(n; 0); 1; : : : ; rg is a set of monomial exponents of some
toric surface with n > 0, then the iteration of the algorithm eventually produces the
point (0; 1).
Proof. Denote by f(n; 0); 1; : : : ; sg the elements of  whose L value is 0 and sup-
pose that 0 < n < cx(i) for all i. Then L rst chooses (n; 0). Otherwise, since
L(i) = 0 for all i, L is forced to choose some of the i, and we would have
cx(i   (n; 0)) < 0 which contradicts condition (B2). Therefore L chooses (n; 0).
The other possible point should be then the one whose rst coordinate is the small-
est among all points in the next value of L.
Denote by f1; : : : ; tg the elements of  whose L value is greater than 0 and sup-
pose that 0 < L(1)  L(2)  : : :  L(t) and that L chooses 1. Since Z = Z2,
we have gcd(L(1); L(2); : : : ; L(t)) = 1. Apply the algorithm once. Then we ob-
tain a new set 0 that contains the subset f1; 2  1; : : : ; t  1g (see gure 2.8).
Since gcd(L(1); L(2) L(1); : : : ; L(t) L(1)) = 1, we still have that the great-
est common divisor of the L values of all points in 0 is 1. As we did in lemma
2.2.2, we continue applying the algorithm until we have L(i) mL(1) < L(1) for
some 2  i  t and some m 2 N. At this moment, we have a new set of monomial
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Figure 2.8: Looking for (; 1).
exponents with some element whose L value is smaller than L(1) and such that
the greatest common divisor of the L values of all its elements is 1, that is, we are
in the same situation we began with. Continuing this way, we eventually obtain the
desired point. Once we get to some point (or points) whose L value is 1, then the
one with smallest rst coordinate is not generated by the others. As in lemma 2.2.2,
we can assume that this point is (0; 1).
This lemma allows us to assume that (0; 1) 2 . The next proposition shows
that we can obtain some (m; 0) in the resulting set after applying the algorithm
enough times such that m < n. Since there is always a point (; 1) at each step of
the algorithm, we will have the same situation but with m < n. Continuing this way
we will eventually obtain the element (1; 0).
Lemma 2.2.8. Let  = f(n; 0); (0; 1); 1; : : : ; rg be a minimal set of monomial
exponents of some toric surface, where n > 0. Then the iteration of the algorithm
eventually produces the point (1; 0).
Proof. Suppose that (n; 0) has the smallest rst coordinate among all elements of
L-value 0. We want to nd another element whose L value is 1 and whose rst
coordinate is not a multiple of n. Let n :=  \ (nZ  Z) and 0 :=  n n. Since 
is minimal, we may assume that (0; 1) is the only element of L value 1 in n. Then
L chooses (n; 0) and (0; 1). If 0 is the resulting set after applying the algorithm
once, we have (n)
0 = 0 \ (nZ  Z) and (0)0 = 0 n (n)0. In other words, the
elements in n only produce elements in nZZ and the elements outside of n only
produce elements outside of nZZ. Therefore, as long as L keeps choosing (n; 0) and
(0; 1), the eect of the algorithm on n is precisely what we saw in proposition 2.2.4
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(see gure 2.9). In addition, the linear isomorphism we used in that proposition,
T (x; y) = (x  y; y), does not change this property if  is a multiple of n since, in
this case, T () 2 nZ Z if and only if  2 nZ Z. All this implies that the eect
of the algorithm on 0 is independent of the eect on n.
σ 1
σ 2
γ
1
γ
2
x
y
n−n−2n−3n−4n−5n−6n−7n−8n 0
(0,1)
Figure 2.9: 1; 2 2 n and 1; 2 2 0.
Now, since Z = Z2, there must exist some point  2  such that  =2 nZZ. Of
all these possible elements we consider the one with smallest L value and if there
are several such points, we take the one whose rst coordinate is the smallest. Call
this point (a; b). We then apply the algorithm b   1 times. If there is some point
in n whose L value is smaller than b then we will have to use the isomorphism
T (x; y) = (x y; y) after some iteration in order to obtain again the point (0; 1). As
we said before, this does not change the evolution of the point (a; b) or its L value.
So, continuing this way, after these b   1 times, we obtain another element (; 1)
dierent from (0; 1) and such that  is not a multiple of n.
At the next step, there will be some point (m; 0) dierent from (n; 0). If m < n
we nish. If not, apply the algorithm again to obtain the point (m n; 0). Continu-
ing this way, since m is not a multiple of n, we eventually obtain some (m0; 0) with
m0 < n. If in this process appears some other point (p; 0) such that 0 < p < n or
n < p < m the conclusion is the same.
Remark 2.2.9. Notice that if  = f(n; 0); 1; : : : ; rg with n < 0, then the analogous
result (2) for this set can be reduced to the case n > 0 by considering the linear
isomorphism T (x; y) = ( x; y), since this isomorphism preserves L.
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Putting together the results (1) and (2) of this section and the previous one, we
obtain that the iteration of the algorithm (A1) to (A4) subject to the rules (B1)
and (B2) eventually stops.
Theorem 2.2.10. Let   Z2 be a set of monomial exponents of some toric surface.
Then the iteration of the algorithm following L(x; y) = ax+ by, where a, b 2 Z, and
L()  0, eventually produces a semigroup generated by two elements.
2.2.3 Counting steps
In this section we are going to prove some results regarding the number of iterations
that the algorithm needs to stop in the cases we already solved.
Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z  Z0 be a set of monomial exponents of some toric
surface and consider L(x; y) = y. Let
u0() := maxfL(i)ji 2 g
u1() := minfL(i)ji 2 , Z(j0 ; : : : ; js) = Z2 where fj0 ; : : : ; jsg denotes
the set of all jk such that 0  L(jk)  L(i)g
Suppose that L(i) > 0 for all i and denote by k the resulting set after applying
the algorithm k times. Then we have the following two lemmas:
Lemma 2.2.11. Suppose that after u0() iterations of the algorithm we obtain an
element of L value 0 for the rst time. Then
(1) 0  L(u0())  1.
(2) There exists some  2 u0() such that L() = 1.
(3) There exist 1; : : : ; t 2 u0() such that L(i) = 0, t  2, and such that
gcd(cx(1); : : : ; cx(t)) = 1, where cx(i) denotes the rst coordinate of i.
Proof. Recall that an element of the form (n; 0) is produced only after being in
one of the cases (i) or (ii) of lemma 2.2.6. The hypothesis means that only after
u0()   1 iterations we arrive to one of these cases. Since after each iteration the
value of u0() decreases at least by one, after u0()   1 iterations all points in the
resulting set must have L value 1. Another application of the algorithm gives us
(1) and (2) for any choice of pairs of L. Let u0() 1 = f(a1; 1); (a2; 1); : : : ; (ar; 1)g,
where a1 < a2 <    < ar. Suppose that L chooses (a1; 1) and (a2; 1). Then another
application of the algorithm produces
f(a3   a1; 0); : : : ; (ar   a1; 0)g [ f(a3   a2; 0); : : : ; (ar   a2; 0)g [ f(a1; 1); (a2; 1)g:
Then gcd(a3   a1; : : : ; ar   a1; a3   a2; : : : ; ar   a2) = 1. Indeed, since Zu0() 1 =
Z2 there exist some i 2 Z such that
Pr
i=1 i(ai; 1) = (1; 0). Consider the linear
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isomorphism T (x; y) = (x   a1y; y). Then T (
Pr
i=1 i(ai; 1)) = T (1; 0) = (1; 0). In
particular,
Pr
i=2 i(ai   a1) = 1, i.e., gcd(a2   a1; : : : ; ar   a1) = 1, which implies
the assertion. If L chooses (ar 1; 1) and (ar; 1), we proceed similarly. This concludes
the proof of (3).
For the next lemma, rename  as 0. Now suppose that after w < u0(0) iterations
of the algorithm we obtain an element of L value 0 for the rst time, and denote by
 = f(n; 0); 1; : : : ; rg the resulting set. Let us suppose that L chooses 0 = (n; 0)
and 1, so, in particular, 0 = L(0) < L(1)  L(j), for all j 2  such that
det(0 j) 6= 0.
Lemma 2.2.12. Let 0 = f01; : : : ; 0r0g be the resulting set after applying the al-
gorithm once again and suppose that the semigroup Z00 is not generated by two
elements. If n > 0 then:
(1) If L(1) = u1() then L(1) = 1 and 
0 contains (1; 0) or at least two elements
of L value 0 and whose rst coordinates are relatively prime. In particular, 
contains an element of L value 1.
(2) If L(1) < u1() then u1(
0) < u1().
(3) If the semigroup Z0u1() is not generated by two elements, then u1() con-
tains (1; 0) or at least two elements of L value 0 whose rst coordinates are
relatively prime, and an element of L value 1.
Proof. Let  = fj0 ; : : : ; jsg be the elements j 2  such that 0  L(j)  u1().
Let  2  be such that L() = u1(). Suppose that (n; 0) = j0 , 1 = j1 , and
 = js . By denition of u1(), we have Z = Z2.
(1) Suppose that L(1) = u1(). Then L(1) = L() so L(jk) = 0 or L(jk) =
L(1) for all jk 2 . Since Z = Z2 we have gcd(L(j0); : : : ; L(js)) = 1.
But then L(1) > 0 implies L(1) = 1. If, in addition, n = 1 then we are done.
Suppose n > 1. Then the cardinality of  is at least 3. Now proceed as in
the previous lemma to nd the elements whose rst coordinates are relatively
prime.
(2) Suppose now that L(1) < u1(). Apply the algorithm once to obtain 
0.
Consider the subset
0 = 01 [ 02 [ f0; 1g;
where 01 = fi   1ji 2 fj2; : : : ; jsg, L(i) > 0g and 02 = fi   0jL(i) = 0g
(see gure 2.10). Since   Z0 then Z2 = Z  Z0, that is, Z2 = Z0.
Now consider l = maxfL()   L(1); L(1)g. Since l  L(j) for all j 2 0
then u1(
0)  l. In addition, l  L() = u1(), so that
u1(
0)  u1():
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Figure 2.10: L(1) < u1().
Suppose that l = u1(
0). Then, if l = L() L(1) we have u1(0) = l < L() =
u1(), since L(1) > 0. If l = L(1) we obtain the same conclusion since, by
hypothesis, L(1) < L(). So, if l = u1(
0), for the two possible choices of l,
we have u1(
0) < u1(). Otherwise u1(0) < l and the conclusion follows once
again.
(3) Since 1  u1(), then by (2), after at most u1()  1 iterations, we will obtain
u1() = 1. Then by (1) we conclude the proof of statement (3).
Remark 2.2.13. The analogous result of the previous lemma for n < 0 can be
reduced to the case n > 0 by considering the linear isomorphism T (x; y) = ( x; y),
since this isomorphism preserves L.
According to the previous results, after at most u0() iterations, the algorithm
will produce, rst, an element (n; 0), then, some other points of L value 0 such that
their rst coordinates are relatively prime. Of all these points, call (N; 0) the one
with biggest (or smallest if n < 0) rst coordinate. Our next goal will be to nd a
bound for N .
Lemma 2.2.14. Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 be a set of monomial exponents of some
toric surface such that L(i)  0 for all i. Let v0() := maxfjcx(i)jji 2 g. Let w
be the resulting set after iterating the algorithm w times. Then
v0(w)  2w  v0():
Proof. We proceed by induction on w. For w = 1 it is clear that v0(1)  2  v0()
(see gure 2.11). Suppose that v0(k)  2k  v0(): This means that for all  2 k
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we have  2k  v0()  cx()  2k  v0(), and this is true, in particular, for the two
elements chosen by L. Therefore, v0(k+1)  2k  v0() + 2k  v0() = 2k+1  v0(),
which completes the induction.
Lemma 2.2.15. Let  = f(n1; 0); : : : ; (ns; 0)g [ f1; : : : ; rg be such that 0 < L(i)
and gcd(n1; : : : ; ns) = 1. Assume that 0 < n1 < n2 <    < ns. If n1 = 1, put
v1() := 1. If n1 > 1 let
v1() := minfnij gcd(nj1 ; : : : ; njt) = 1 where fnj1 ; : : : ; njtg denotes
the set of all njk such that njk  nig
If 0 denotes the resulting set after applying the algorithm once, then v1(0)  v1() 
2. Therefore, if n1 > 1, after at most bv1()2 c iterations we will obtain the element
(1; 0).
Proof. Since we are looking for the element (1; 0), we assume that n1 > 1. Suppose
that ni0 = v1() where 2  i0  s. After applying the algorithm once we obtain,
in particular, the subset f(n1; 0); (n2   n1; 0); : : : ; (ni0   n1; 0)g  0: Call N =
maxfn1; ni0   n1g. Since gcd(n1; n2   n1; : : : ; ni0   n1) = 1 we have v1(0)  N . If
N = ni0   n1 then, since n1  2 we have v1(0)  ni0   n1  v1()   2. Suppose
now that N = n1. If ni0 = n1 + 1 then ni0   n1 = 1 and v(0) = 1 and we are
done. Otherwise ni0 > n1 + 1 which implies v1(
0)  n1  ni0   2. This proves the
lemma.
Lemma 2.2.16. Let  = f(1; 0); (0; 1); 1; : : : ; rg. Then after at most u0() itera-
tions, the algorithm stops.
Proof. This is a direct application of the proof of proposition 2.2.4.
Remark 2.2.17. Analogous results for the two previous lemmas for the cases ns <
ns 1 <    < n1 < 0, or ( 1; 0) instead of (1; 0), can be reduced to the previous cases
by considering the linear isomorphism T (x; y) = ( x; y), since this isomorphism
preserves L.
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Now we are ready to give an estimate of how many iterations are needed for the
algorithm to stop. Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 be a set of monomial exponents of some
toric surface. Consider L(x; y) = ax + by with a, b 2 Z relatively prime, and such
that L()  0. Under these conditions, we can suppose, up to linear isomorphism of
determinant 1, that   Z Z0 and L(x; y) = y.
Theorem 2.2.18. Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z Z0 be a set of monomial exponents
of some toric surface. Consider L(x; y) = y. Then after at most
2  u0() + 2u0() 1  v0()
iterations following L, the algorithm stops.
Proof. Suppose rst that L(i) > 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; r. If after exactly u0() it-
erations we obtain for the rst time an element of L value 0, say (n; 0), then ac-
cording to lemma 2.2.11, u0() satises 0  L(u0())  1, contains at least two
elements of L value 0 such that their rst coordinates are relatively prime, and at
least one element of L value 1. In addition, v0(u0())  2u0()  v0() according to
lemma 2.2.14. Therefore, if we do not have it already, by lemma 2.2.15, after at most
2u0() 1 v0() iterations we will obtain a set 0 that contains (1; 0) (or ( 1; 0)). Since
0  L(u0())  1, the set 0 also satises these inequalities. But now having (1; 0)
(or ( 1; 0)) implies that the algorithm stops. Summarizing, we needed, at most,
u0() + 2
u0() 1  v0() iterations for the algorithm to stop. Since
u0() + 2
u0() 1  v0() < 2  u0() + 2u0() 1  v0();
the theorem is true in this case.
Suppose now that after w iterations, where w < u0(), the set w contains an
element (n; 0). Rename  as 0 and w as . By lemma 2.2.12, after u1() iterations,
the set u1() contains (1; 0) (or ( 1; 0) if n < 0) or at least two elements of L value
0 such that their rst coordinates are relatively prime, and at least one element of
L value 1. In addition, v0(u1())  2u1()  v0()  2u1()  2w  v0(0); according to
lemma 2.2.14. Therefore, after at most 2u1()+w 1 v0(0) iterations we will obtain an
element (1; 0) (or ( 1; 0)), by lemma 2.2.15. Now we are in the situation of lemma
2.2.16. Since u0(k)  u0(0) for any k 2 N, then after at most u0(0) new iterations
the algorithm stops. Summarizing, we needed, at most,
w + u1() + 2
u1()+w 1  v0(0) + u0()
iterations for the algorithm to stop. Since u1()  u0()  u0(0)  w, we obtain
w + u1() + 2
u1()+w 1  v0(0) + u0()  2  u0(0) + 2u0(0) 1  v0(0);
and thus the theorem is also true in this case.
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Finally, if  already contains some element of L value 0 then we are in the same
situation as in the previous paragraph without doing the rst w iterations. Therefore
the result follows similarly. This proves the theorem.
What about the case where L(x; y) = ax + by with a or b irrational? In all
the examples we have computed following such an L, the algorithm also stops (cf.
example 2.1.8, (ii)). However we do not have a proof that this is always the case nor
do we know an example in which the iteration of the algorithm following a linear
map L of irrational slope never stops.
2.3 Local uniformization
This whole chapter was motivated by the question of whether the iteration of Nash
modication resolves singularities of toric surfaces. In previous sections we proved
that this is indeed the case for certain choices of ane charts. Now we want to give
a more concrete statement of the scope of our result. More precisely, we show that
theorem 2.2.10 implies local uniformization of a toric surface along some valuations.
Let   be an additive abelian totally ordered group. Add to   an element +1
such that  < +1 for every  2   and extend the law on  1 =   [ f+1g
by (+1) +  = (+1) + (+1) = +1.
Denition 2.3.1. Let R be a ring. A valuation of R with values in   is a mapping
 : R!  1 such that:
(i) (x  y) = (x) + (y) for every x, y 2 R,
(ii) (x+ y)  min((x); (y)) for every x, y 2 R,
(iii) (x) = +1, x = 0.
The ring V = fx 2 Rj(x)  0g is called the valuation ring associated to . In
addition, we assume that  1 is generated by the image of  and we call it the group
of values of .
We will be interested in valuations of the eld of rational functions of a toric
surface which are trivial over C. These valuations are classied as follows.
Proposition 2.3.2. Up to isomorphism, the groups of values   for valuations of
the eld of fractions of an algebraic surface over C are:
(1) Any subgroup of Q,
(2) Z2lex,
(3) Z+ Z, with  2 R nQ and   0.
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Proof. See [Va], Section 3.2.
Let K be a eld,  a valuation of K, and V the valuation ring associated to .
Denition 2.3.3. Let R be a subring of K. We say that  is centered on R, or has
a center on R, if R  V . If X = Spec R, then we say that  is centered on X, or
has a center on X, if it has a center on R. In this case, the center of  is the prime
ideal of R dened by R \m, where m is the maximal ideal of V .
Proposition 2.3.4. Let X and X 0 be two algebraic varieties over C with the same
eld of rational functions and let h : X 0 ! X be a birational and proper morphism.
Then any valuation having a center on X has also a center on X 0.
Proof. See [Va], Proposition 2.10.
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.5. Let C(x1; x2) be the eld of rational functions of a toric surface.
Let  : C(x1; x2) !  1 be any valuation centered on the toric surface such that
(x1) 6= (x2) for all  2 R nQ. Then a nite iteration of Nash modication gives
local uniformization along , i.e., the center of the valuation after those iterations
is non-singular.
Proof. Let  = f1; : : : ; rg  Z2 be a set of monomial exponents of the toric variety
X = Spec R, where R = C[x1 ; : : : ; xr ].
(i) Consider any valuation  : C(x1; x2) n f0g !    R centered on X and such
that (x1) = a, (x2) = b. According to the hypothesis on (x1) and (x2), we
can assume that a, b 2 Q. Let L(t1; t2) = at1 + bt2. Then (xi) = L(i), and
since  is centered on X (i.e., R  V ) we have, in particular, L()  0. After
applying Nash modication to X we look at the ane charts containing the
center of  (such charts exist according to proposition 2.3.4). Suppose that
X 0 is one of these charts. Then we assert that X 0 = Xi0;j0 , where the pair
(i0; j0) is one of the possible choices of L. Indeed, the ane charts of the Nash
modication of X are of the form Xi;j = Spec Ri;j for some i, j such that
(0; 0) =2 Conv(i;j), where Ri;j = C[xk i ; xk j ; xi ; xj ], for those k   i,
k   j given by (A2) of the algorithm. Since  is centered on Xi;j , we have
0  (xk i) = L(k   i) and 0  (xk j) = L(k   j). Assume that
L(i)  L(j). Then i, j are two elements of  such that L(i)  L(k) for
all k, L(j)  L(k) for all k such that det(i k) 6= 0, and also such that
(0; 0) =2 Conv(i;j). This means that fi; jg is one of the possible choices of L.
(ii) Now consider any valuation  : C(x1; x2)! Z2lex centered on X and such that
(x1) = (a; c), (x2) = (b; d) with (a; b) 6= q(c; d) for all q 2 Q. Let L(t1; t2) =
at1 + bt2 and T (t1; t2) = ct1 + dt2. As before, (0; 0)  (xi) = (L(i); T (i)).
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In particular, 0  L(). Arguing as in (i), we see that if Xi;j is an ane chart
of the Nash modication of X in which  is centered, then fi; jg is a possible
choice of L.
Now, by theorem 2.2.10, the branches determined by L in the iteration of Nash
modication are nite and they end in a non-singular surface. In particular, the
centers of the valuations considered in (i) and (ii) after these iterations are non-
singular, that is, this process gives local uniformization along .
According to this theorem, the problem of local uniformization of toric surfaces
by iterating Nash modication remains open only for the valuations  such that
there exists  2 R nQ satisfying (x1) = (x2).
Chapter 3
Higher Nash blowup on normal
toric varieties
The Nash modication has been generalized ([OZ], [Y]) by considering not only rst-
order data, as with the tangent space, but also higher-order one. In this chapter we
will study this generalization in the case of toric varieties. In the rst section we
will verify that the usual notion of Grobner fan of ideals in a polynomial ring can
be translated to ideals in a monomial subalgebra of a polynomial ring. Then we will
give a combinatorial description of the normalization of the higher Nash blowup for
normal toric varieties in terms of a Grobner fan. Using this description, we will prove
the analogue of Nobile's theorem in this context. Finally, we will conclude with a
section showing some computations regarding Yasuda's conjecture on the one-step
resolution.
3.1 Grobner fan of ideals in monomial subalge-
bras
In this section we want to consider an intrinsic theory of Grobner bases of ideals in
monomial subalgebras of the polynomial ring. After dening monomial orders on the
subalgebra, the denition of Grobner basis can be imitated word by word. A general
theory of Grobner bases of ideals in arbitrary subalgebras of the polynomial ring
has been proposed by several authors including [KM], [Mi], [Ol], and [RS]. In each
of these papers, the authors consider monomial orders on the subalgebra coming
from monomial orders on the polynomial ring. However, not every monomial order
in a subalgebra is of this form (see example 3.1.2). For us, it will be important to
take into account every possible monomial order on the subalgebra. On the other
hand, unlike the mentioned papers, we are only interested in proving the existence
and uniqueness of reduced Grobner bases in this context. To this end, we will verify
that the basic theory of Grobner bases as shown, for example, in [AL] or [CLO], can
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be translated almost word by word to this setting.
With these results at hand, we will be able to dene the Grobner fan of an ideal
in this context. The Grobner fan of an ideal in the polynomial ring is a subdivision
of the rst orthant of Rd. In the context of monomial subalgebras, slightly more
general cones appear. We will verify that the usual construction of the Grobner fan
as shown, for example, in [MT] or [St], can also be translated almost word by word
to this setting.
In verifying the passage from polynomial rings to monomial subalgebras we be-
come aware that most of the proofs require only very minor modications. This is
mainly because such a subalgebra is also a noetherian ring and because a completely
analogous division algorithm on any monomial subalgebra can be dened. For that
reason, in this section we will only mention the main denitions and results (without
proof) concerning the basic theory of Grobner bases and of Grobner fan. However,
for convenience to the reader, we include in an appendix a more detailed exposition
of results and proofs required to pass from one setting to the other.
3.1.1 Grobner bases on k[xa1; : : : ; xas]
Let k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]  k[x1; : : : ; xd] denote the subalgebra generated by the monomials
xai := x
ai;1
1  : : :  xai;dd , where ai = (ai;1; : : : ; ai;d) 2 Nd, and k is a eld. Let A :=
Z0(a1; : : : ; as) = f
P
i iaiji 2 Z0g denote the semigroup generated by the a0is.
Denition 3.1.1. A monomial order on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] is a total order > on the set
of monomials of k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] (or, equivalently, on the semigroup A) satisfying:
(1) 1 < x for all  2 A,  6= 0.
(2) If x < x and  2 A then x+ < x+.
For instance, any monomial order on k[x1; : : : ; xd] restricts to a monomial order
on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. However, as the following example shows, the converse is not true.
Example 3.1.2. Consider the subalgebra k[x; xy]  k[x; y]. Let w = (p3; 1).
Dene a monomial order  on the monomials of k[x; xy] as follows:
xayb  xcyd () w  (a; b) > w  (c; d):
Suppose  extends to a monomial order 0 on k[x; y]. Then, by denition, we must
have y 0 1. But then x  y 0 1  x = x. Since xy and x are monomials on k[x; xy]
we should have xy  x, which is clearly not true. Therefore, the monomial order 
cannot be extended to k[x; y].
Denition 3.1.3. Let > be a monomial order on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], f =
Pr
i=1 ix
i
be a nonzero polynomial in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], where 1 > 2 >    > r. Dene:
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(1) lm(f) = x1 , the leading monomial of f .
(2) lc(f) = 1 , the leading coecient of f .
(3) lt(f) = 1  x1 , the initial form or leading term of f .
(4) lm(0) = lc(0) = lt(0) = 0.
(5) Let S  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Dene the initial ideal of S, denoted in>(S), to be the
ideal generated (in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]) by the initial forms of elements of S with
respect to >.
Now we come to the denition of Grobner basis of an ideal in the subalgebra
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Denition 3.1.4. Fix a monomial order. A set of non-zero polynomials G =
fg1; : : : ; gtg contained in an ideal I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], is called a Grobner basis for I
if for each f 2 I n f0g, there exists i 2 f1; : : : ; tg such that lm(gi) divides lm(f) in
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Denition 3.1.5. A Grobner basis G = fg1; : : : ; gtg is called reduced if lc(gi) = 1
for all i, and no non-zero monomial of gi is divisible by any lt(gj) for j 6= i.
Theorem 3.1.6. Fix a monomial order. Then every non-zero ideal I has a unique
reduced Grobner basis with respect to this monomial order.
Proof. See Appendix.
A word about the Buchberger criterion is in order. The denition of S polynomial
cannot be translated identically to the context of k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] since the least
common multiple of two monomials divided by any of these may give a mono-
mial not in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. For example, x, xy 2 k[x; xy], lcm(x; xy) = xy but
xy
x
= y =2 k[x; xy]. One may naively substitute the least common multiple by the
product of the monomials and in this way we assure that the quotient gives again
a monomial in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. However, as the following example shows, this substi-
tution does not work either.
Example 3.1.7. Let g1 = x
3y3+x2y3, g2 = xy+x, and G = fg1; g2g  k[x; xy; x2y3]
and let  be the graded lexicographic order with x > y. Instead of taking the least
common multiple of x3y3 and xy we take directly their product in order to form
the S polynomial S(g1; g2). Then S(g1; g2) =  x4y3 + x3y4. Dividing S(g1; g2) by
fg1; g2g (this division in k[x; y] gives a dierent result) we obtain:
S(g1; g2) =  x  g1 + x2y3  g2:
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Therefore, the Buchberger criterion would say that G is a Grobner basis for the ideal
it generates. Now consider,
f := x4+x3 = S(g1; g2)+(x
3y2 x2y3 x3y+x2y2+x3 x2y+x2)  (xy+x) 2 hGi:
However in(f) = x4 =2 hxy; x3y3i. Thus G cannot be a Grobner basis.
Buchberger criterion is the heart of Buchberger algorithm for constructing Grobner
bases. In view of the previous example, we do not have a direct analogue of this al-
gorithm. Fortunately, for our purposes, the lack of an algorithm to build Grobner
bases intrinsically in a monomial subalgebra will be overcome using an extrinsic
algorithm proposed in [St], Chapter 11 (see algorithm 3.1.13).
Remark 3.1.8. In the general theory of Grobner bases of ideals in arbitrary sub-
algebras mentioned at the beginning of this section, the Buchberger criterion has
been properly generalized (see for instance [Mi], Theorem 4.9).
3.1.2 Grobner fan
The Grobner fan of an ideal in k[x1; : : : ; xd] is a subdivision of Rd0 (see [MT],
Chapter 2, Denition 2.4.10). Since we want to deal with monomial subalgebras
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], we will need to consider subdivisions of a little more general cone in
Rd. For this we introduce the following denitions.
Denition 3.1.9. Let  := R0(a1; : : : ; as)  Rd0 be the cone generated by
a1; : : : ; as, and let   Rd be its dual cone. Consider w 2 , and f =
P
cux
u 2
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
(1) Dene the initial form inw(f) as the sum of terms cux
u in f with w  u maxi-
mized.
(2) The initial ideal of I with respect to w is dened as inw(I) := hinw(f)jf 2 Ii:
(3) A subset G  I is said to be a Grobner basis of I with respect to w if inw(G) =
inw(I).
Proposition 3.1.10. Let I be an ideal in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], let w 2  and consider
C[w] := fw0 2 jinw(I) = inw0(I)g:
Then C[w] is the relative interior of a polyhedral cone inside .
Proof. As in the polynomial case, it can be checked that
C[w] = fw0 2 jinw0(gi) = inw(gi); for all gi 2 Gg; (3.1)
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where G = fg1; : : : ; grg is the reduced Grobner basis of I with respect to w. Here
 is any monomial order and w is dened as xu w xv if u w > v w or u w = v w
and u  v. For gi 2 G, write gi =
P
j cijx
aij +
P
j c
0
ijx
bij , where inw(gi) =
P
j cijx
aij .
The proposition then follows because the right-hand side set of (3.1) equals
fw0 2 jw0  aij = w0  aik; w0  aij > w0  bik for i = 1; : : : ; r; and all j; kg:
This is the relative interior of a polyhedral cone by denition. See Appendix for
details.
Proposition 3.1.11. Let C[w] be the closure of C[w] in Rd. Then the set GF (I) :=
fC[w]jw 2 g forms a polyhedral fan.
Proof. See Appendix.
Denition 3.1.12. The set GF (I) is called the Grobner fan of I.
The following algorithm will allow us to actually compute Grobner bases of ideals
in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] with respect to w 2 , and consequently, Grobner fans.
Algorithm 3.1.13. Extrinsic algorithm for computing intrinsic Grobner bases.
Input: Generators for an ideal J  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] and w 2 .
Output: A Grobner basis for J with respect to w.
(1) Consider the canonical epimorphism
 : k[y1; : : : ; ys]! k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]; yi 7! xai :
(2) For each generator of J choose a preimage, and let J  k[y1; : : : ; ys] be the
ideal they generate.
(3) Compute the reduced Grobner basis G of the ideal ker+ J with respect to any
monomial order rening the weight vector ATw, where A is the (d s) matrix
formed by the a0is.
(4) Output its image (G) = f(g)jg 2 Gg  J .
Proof. See Appendix.
Corollary 3.1.14. With the notation of the previous algorithm, assume that inw((g))
is a monomial for every g 2 G. Then (G) is a Grobner basis of J with respect to
>w, where > is any monomial order on k[x
a1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Proof. We want to prove that hlt>w((g))jg 2 Gi = hlt>w(f)jf 2 Ji (see Appendix,
Theorem A.1.6). Since (g) 2 J for all g 2 G, the ideal on the left is contained
in the one on the right. Now let f 2 J . By the previous algorithm, inw(f) 2
hinw((g))jg 2 Gi. By the hypothesis, this implies that every monomial of inw(f) is
a multiple of some inw((g)). In particular, lt>w(f) = m inw((g)) = m lt>w((g)).
This completes the proof.
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Remark 3.1.15. The above algorithm produces a Grobner basis H = (G) for
J with respect to w, i.e., hinw(h)jh 2 Hi = inw(J). If, in addition, we suppose
that, for every h 2 H, inw(h) is a monomial, then the previous corollary shows
that H is a Grobner basis of J with respect to >w. However, even though G is the
reduced Grobner basis of J + ker, H might not be the reduced Grobner basis of
J . Consider for instance the cone generated by (0; 1), (2; 1), and the ideal hxy2 +
x2; x2y4+x3y3i  k[x; xy; xy2]. Let w = (1; 3). Implementing the extrinsic algorithm
in SINGULAR 3-1-6, the output is the following set: fx6+x5; xy2+x2; x2y2+x3; x4y 
x4g. By the previous corollary, this set is a Grobner basis of the ideal but it is not
reduced.
Now we can give an example of a Grobner fan of an ideal in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Example 3.1.16. Let J = hxy + x; x3y3 + x2y3i  k[x; xy; x2y3]. Let > be the
lexicographical order. Let w = (1; 1) 2  = R0((0; 1); (3; 2)). Implementing the
extrinsic algorithm in SINGULAR 3-1-6, we obtain the following reduced Grobner basis
with respect to >w (the leading terms are listed rst): fxy + x; x4 + x3; x2y3   x3g.
Therefore (see prop. 3.1.10), C[(1; 1)] = f(p; q) 2 jq > 0; p > 0; 3q > pg: Similarly,
C[(4; 1)] = f(p; q) 2 jq > 0; p > 0; p > 3q; 2p+ 3q > 0g;
C[(2; 1)] = f(p; q) 2 j0 > q; 2p+ 3q > 0; p > 0g:
The resulting fan is shown in gure 3.1.
C[(4,1)]
C[(2,−1)]
C[(1,1)]
(1,0)
(3,1)
Figure 3.1: Grobner fan of J .
3.1.3 Grobner degeneration
For an ideal in the polynomial ring, it is well known that the passage from an ideal
to any of its initial ideals is given by the existence of some at family. More precisely,
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there exists a at family of schemes whose generic ber is dened by the given ideal
and the special ber by the initial ideal. In this section, following the known case,
we state the analogous result for ideals in a monomial subalgebra.
Let k[A] := k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] be a monomial subalgebra,  = R0(a1; : : : ; as)  Rd0,
and   Rd its dual cone. Consider w 2 , and f = P cuxu 2 k[A]. Let d(f) :=
maxfw  ujcu 6= 0g. Dene
ft := t
d(f)f(t w1x1; : : : ; t wdxd) = td(f)f(t wa1xa1 ; : : : ; t wasxas):
Then we have ft = inw(f) + t  f 0, for some f 0 2 k[A][t]. Let It := hftjf 2 Ii be the
ideal in k[A][t] generated by the ft.
Theorem 3.1.17. For any ideal I $ k[A], the k[t] algebra k[A][t]=It is free (and
thus at) as a k[t] module. Furthermore,
k[A][t]
It

k[t] k[t; t 1] = k[A]
I
[t; t 1];
k[A][t]
It

k[t] k[t]
(t)
= k[A]
inw(I)
:
Thus k[A][t]=It is a at family over k[t] of quotients of k[A] whose ber over 0 is
k[A]=inw(I) and whose ber over any (t  u), for u 6= 0 2 k, is k[A]=I.
Proof. See Appendix.
We can give a geometric interpretation of the previous construction (see [Mc],
Lecture 1). Consider the following action:
(k)d  fIjI  k[A] an idealg ! fIjI  k[A] an idealg
(t = (t1; : : : ; td); I) 7! t  I;
where t  I = hf(t1x1; : : : ; tdxd)jf 2 Ii. Equivalently, (k)d acts on subschemes of
Spec k[A] as follows: 
t; Spec
k[A]
I

7 ! Spec k[A]
t  I :
Let w 2  and consider the one-parameter subgroup w : k ! (k)d, t 7!
(t w1 ; : : : ; t wd); so that
w(t)  I = hf(t wa1xa1 ; : : : ; t wasxas)jf 2 Ii
= htd(f)f(t wa1xa1 ; : : : ; t wasxas)jf 2 Ii = It:
Then the theorem implies
lim
t!0

w(t)  Spec k[A]
I

= lim
t!0
Spec
k[A]
It
= Spec
k[A]
inw(I)
:
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Example 3.1.18. Let J = hx2+x4y3+x6y8i  k[x; xy; x3y4] and w = (5; 3) 2 .
Then
w(t)  Spec k[A]
J
= (t 5; t3)  Spec k[A]hx2 + x4y3 + x6y8i
= Spec
k[A]
h(t 5x)2 + (t 5x)4(t3y)3 + (t 5x)6(t3y)8i
= Spec
k[A]
ht 10x2 + t 11x4y3 + t 6x6y8i
= Spec
k[A]
hx4y3 + tx2 + t5x6y8i :
Therefore, limt!0

w(t)  Spec k[A]J

= Spec k[A]
(x4y3)
= Spec k[A]
inw(J)
:
We close this section with a result that we will need later.
Proposition 3.1.19. Consider the ideal hf1; : : : ; fsin+1  k[A]. Let w 2  \ Zd.
Then we have the following equality of ideals in k[A][t; t 1]:
(hf1; : : : ; fsin+1)t = h(f1)t; : : : ; (fs)tin+1:
Proof. The proof relies in the following facts that hold in k[A][t; t 1] and that can
be checked by a direct computation. For f , g 2 k[A], and I, J ideals in k[A]:
(i) (f  g)t = ft  gt:
(ii) (f + g)t =
ft
td(f) d(f+g) +
gt
td(g) d(f+g) :
(iii) (I  J)t = It  Jt:
Now we proceed to prove the proposition, by induction. Let n = 0. By denition,
h(f1)t; : : : ; (fs)ti  (hf1; : : : ; fsi)t. Now let f =
Ps
i=1 hifi. Then, by using (i) and
(ii) we obtain ft =
Ps
i=1
(hifi)t
td(hifi) d(f) =
Ps
i=1
(hi)t
td(hifi) d(f)  (fi)t: This implies the other
inclusion. Finally,
(hf1; : : : ; fsin+1)t = (hf1; : : : ; fsin  hf1; : : : ; fsi)t
= (hf1; : : : ; fsin)t  (hf1; : : : ; fsi)t
= h(f1)t; : : : ; (fs)tin  h(f1)t; : : : ; (fs)ti
= h(f1)t; : : : ; (fs)tin+1:
Remark 3.1.20. Notice that in k[A][t] we may have h(f1)t; : : : ; (fs)ti $ (hf1; : : : ; fsi)t:
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3.2 Generalization of the usual Nash blowup
In this section we present the generalizations of the usual Nash blowup proposed by
A. Oneto and E. Zatini and, independently, by T. Yasuda. We begin by introducing
a particular case of the notion of Nash transformation relative to a nitely generated
module appearing in [OZ]. Then we introduce the denition of higher Nash blowup
given in [Y]. Actually, these two constructions are equivalent. We also state some
results of O. Villamayor appearing in [V] that will allow us to exhibit the ideal that
is blown up in order to obtain the higher Nash blow up in the ane case.
3.2.1 Nash transformation relative to I=In+1
The denition of the usual Nash blowup goes as follows (see [No]):
Denition 3.2.1. Let X  Cm be an algebraic variety of pure dimension d. Con-
sider the Gauss map:
G : X n Sing(X)! G(d;m)
x 7! TxX;
where G(d;m) is the Grassmanian parameterizing the d-dimensional vector spaces
in Cm, and TxX is the direction of the tangent space to X at x. Denote by X the
Zariski closure of the graph of G. Call  the restriction to X of the projection of
X G(d;m) to X. The pair (X; ) is called the Nash blowup of X.
Let us consider the following natural generalization of this construction (see [OZ],
Section 1). Let X  Cm be an irreducible algebraic variety of dimension d and let R
be the ring of regular functions of X. Let I := ker(R
CR! R), where r
r0 7! rr0.
We see I as an R module via the map R! R
CR, r 7! r
 1. For any x 2 X, let
(Rx;mx) be the localization of R in x. Consider the following C = Rx=mx vector
space:
T nxX := (Ix=I
n+1
x 
 C)_:
This is a vector space of dimension N =
 
d+n
d
   1 whenever x is a non-singular
point. Since X  Cm we have T nxX  T nxCm = CM where M =
 
m+n
m
   1, that
is, we can see T nxX as an element of the grassmanian G(N;M). Now consider the
Gauss map:
Gn : X n Sing(X)! G(N;M); x 7! T nxX:
Denote by Xn the Zariski closure of the graph of Gn. Call n the restriction to Xn
of the projection of X G(N;M) to X.
Denition 3.2.2. ([OZ], Denition 1.1 ) The pair (Xn; n) is called the Nash blowup
of X relative to I=In+1.
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This denition is a special case of a more general construction appearing in [OZ].
Now, viewed like this, it is clear that for n = 1 this is exactly the usual Nash blowup
of X (in this case, T 1xX = TxX, according to [Ha], Chapter II, Proposition 8.7).
Let K be the eld of fractions of R and let r = dimK I=I
n+1 
R K be the generic
rank of I=In+1. Consider the following fractionary ideal of K:
b := Im(
r^
I
In+1
!
r^
I
In+1

R K = K):
Theorem 3.2.3. The Nash blowup of X relative to I=In+1 is isomorphic to the
blowup of the fractionary ideal b.
Proof. This is a particular case of [OZ], Theorem 3.1. See also [V], Theorem 3.3.
The ideal b can be explicitly described as follows. Consider a presentation of the
module I=In+1 by a  0 matrix A:
R
0 A // R //
I
In+1
// 0 :
Then there exist   r columns of A such that the  (  r) matrix A0 formed by
these columns has rank   r.
Proposition 3.2.4. The ideal a  R generated by the (  r)-minors of A0 is equal
to b for a suitable choice of isomorphism
Vr I
In+1

R K = K.
Proof. This is a particular case of [V], Proposition 2.5. For n = 1, this is Theorem
1 of [No] or Theorem 1 of [GS-1] (Section 2).
Remark 3.2.5. In the context of toric varieties, a combinatorial description of the
ideal describing the usual Nash blowup appears in [GS-1], Section 2, [LR], Appendix,
or [GT], Section 10. In this context, this ideal is called the logarithmic jacobian ideal.
This notion of Nash blowup of X relative to I=In+1 is equivalent to the denition
of higher Nash blowup given by Yasuda ([Y], Proposition 1.8). The main dierence
between these constructions is that Yasuda replaces the Grassmanian by a dierent
parameter space of the variety: the Hilbert scheme of points.
3.2.2 Higher Nash blowup
Let X := Spec R, where R = k[y1; : : : ; ys]=p, p is a prime ideal, and k is an alge-
braically closed eld of characteristic zero. Consider x 2 X a k point and let m be
its corresponding maximal ideal in R. Let d = dimX. Let x(n) := Spec (R=mn+1)
be the nth innitesimal neighborhood of x. If X is smooth at x, then x(n) is a closed
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subscheme of X of length N =
 
d+n
d

(i.e., R=mn+1 has length N as an R module).
Therefore, it corresponds to a point
[x(n)] 2 HilbN(X);
where HilbN(X) is the Hilbert scheme of N points of X (see [Na], Denition 1.2).
If Xsm denotes the smooth locus of X, then we have a map
n : Xsm ! HilbN(X); x 7! [x(n)]:
Denition 3.2.6. ([Y], Denition 1.2 ) We dene the higher Nash blowup of order n
ofX, denoted byNashn(X), to be the closure of the graph of n with reduced scheme
structure in X kHilbN(X). By restricting the projection X kHilbN(X)! X we
obtain a map
n : Nashn(X)! X:
This map is projective, birational, and it is an isomorphism over Xsm.
Proposition 3.2.7. For every variety X and every n 2 N, we have a canonical
isomorphism
(Nashn(X); n) = (Xn; n):
In particular, Nash1(X) is canonically isomorphic to the classical Nash blowup of
X.
Proof. See [Y], Proposition 1.8.
Yasuda conjectures that for n large enough, the nth Nash blowup of X is non-
singular ([Y], Conjecture 0.2). If the conjecture is true, this construction would give
a one-step resolution of singularities. In the same paper, the author proves that the
conjecture is true for curves:
Theorem 3.2.8. Let X be a variety of dimension 1. Then for n large enough,
Nashn(X) is non-singular.
Proof. See [Y], Corollary 3.7.
For varieties of higher dimension the answer remains unknown, even though
Yasuda has stated that the A3-singularity is probably a counterexample to his con-
jecture (see [Y1], Remark 1.5, or Section 3.5 below).
Let us compute some examples to see how the ideal dening Nashn(X) looks like.
Example 3.2.9. Let f = z3   xy, R = C[x; y; z]=(f), and consider the surface
X = f(x; y; z) 2 C3jf(x; y; z) = 0g. It is known that a presentation of I=I2 is given
by (see [E], Chapter 16):
R
A // R3 //
I
I2
// 0 ;
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where A = ( y  x 3z2)T . On the other hand, since X is a surface, dimK I=I2
R
K = 2, whereK is the eld of fractions of R. Therefore, the ideal of proposition 3.2.4
is generated by the (3  2)-minors of A, i.e., a = hx; y; z2i. According to proposition
3.2.7, the blowup of this ideal is isomorphic to Nash1(X).
We were able to compute the ideal a in the previous example because we have
an explicit presentation of I=I2. In general, for I=In+1, we do not know if there is
such a presentation. However, we can still use proposition 3.2.4 to compute some
other higher Nash blowups as follows.
Let us consider the same example as before, i.e., X = f(x; y; z) 2 C3jz3   xy = 0g,
but now we describe the ideal dening Nash2(X). For this we observe that the ring
R
C R is isomorphic to the ring:
C[x; y; z;x;y;z]
(f(x; y; z); yx  xy + 3z2z  xy + 6zz2 + 6z3) :
In this ring, we have I = hx;y;zi. We see I as an R module via the map
R ! R 
 R, r 7! r 
 1. Thus, as an R module, I is generated by the set fxi 
y
j zkji + j + k  1g: In general, the ideal In is generated as an R module by
fxi  yj  zkji + j + k  ng: Therefore, the quotient of R modules I=In+1 is
generated as R module by:
f
h
x
i yj zk
i
j1  i+ j + k  ng:
Let n = 2. In this case we have a surjective map R9 ! I=I3 dened by:
e1 7! [x]; e4 7! [x2]; e7 7! [x y];
e2 7! [y]; e5 7! [y2]; e8 7! [x z];
e3 7! [z]; e6 7! [z2]; e9 7! [y z]:
Consider a presentation
R
A // R9 //
I
I3
// 0 ;
with A a suitable (9  ) matrix. To use proposition 3.2.4, we need to nd 9   r
columns of A such that the matrix formed by these columns has rank 9  r, where
r = dimK I=I
3 
K. First we compute r. Consider the following exact sequence of
R modules:
0! I
2
I3
! I
I3
! I
I2
! 0:
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Localizing at the generic point p of X preserves the exactness of the sequence ob-
taining:
0! (I
2)p
(I3)p
! Ip
(I3)p
! Ip
(I2)p
! 0:
Since the generic point is non-singular, Ip=(I
2)p is free of rank 2 (see [Ha], Chapter
II, Theorem 8.8) and so the symmetric product S2(Ip=(I
2)p) = (I
2)p=(I
3)p is free
of rank 3 (see [Ha], Chapter II, Exercise 5.16 (a)). This implies r = 5. Therefore,
we have to look for 4 linearly independent columns of A. Good candidates are the
columns of the following matrix (these columns correspond to T2(f) :=  yx  
xy + 3z2z + 0x2 + 0y2 + 6zz2   xy + 0xz + 0yz, x  T2(f),
y  T2(f), z  T2(f), respectively):
A0 :=
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
 y 0 0 0
 x 0 0 0
3z2 0 0 0
0  y 0 0
0 0  x 0
6z 0 0 3z2
 1  x  y 0
0 3z2 0  y
0 0 3z2  x
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
Indeed, viewed as elements of R9, these columns are contained in the kernel of the
map R9 ! I=I3. In addition, they are linearly independent, i.e., A0 has rank 4. By
[V], Corollary 2.6, the ideal of proposition 3.2.4 is independent of the chosen columns
as long as they are linearly independent. Using the library homolog.lib ([GLM]) of
SINGULAR 3-1-6, we found the following generators for the ideal of proposition 3.2.4:
a = hxy2; x2y; y2z2; xyz2; x2z2; y3z; x3z; y4; x4; yz4; xz4; z6i:
By proposition 3.2.4, the blowup of a is precisely Nash2(X). Notice that for both
Nash1(X) and Nash2(X), the ideal a is a monomial ideal. By repeating the previous
computation for I=I4 we obtain that the corresponding ideal a is also monomial.
Since X is actually a normal toric surface, the fact of a being monomial implies that
Nash1(X), Nash2(X), and Nash3(X) may also be given structure of toric varieties
(being monomial, the ideal a is invariant under the action of the torus, hence there
is an induced action on i2Nai). These examples motivate the study that we will do
in subsequent sections: Is it possible to give an explicit combinatorial description of
Nashn(X), when X is a toric variety?
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3.3 Higher Nash blowup of toric varieties
In this section we give a combinatorial description of the normalization of the higher
Nash blowup of a normal toric variety. We start by studying not necessarily normal
toric varieties and showing that their higher Nash blowup are also toric varieties.
Then we restrict to normal toric varieties to give the combinatorial description.
3.3.1 Higher Nash blowup of a not necessarily normal toric
variety
Let X be a toric variety of dimension d, i.e., X is an irreducible variety with a dense
open set isomorphic to the torus T = (C)d, such that the natural action of the
torus over itself extends to X. Since the torus T is dense in X we rst remark that
Nashn(X) = f(x; n(x))jx 2 Xsmg = f(x; n(x))jx 2 Tg:
In addition, T =  1n (T) = f(x; n(x))jx 2 Tg = f(x; [x(n)])jx 2 Tg, i.e., Nashn(X)
contains an open set isomorphic to the torus T. The action of T on X induces the
following action of T on Nashn(X):
TNashn(X)! Nashn(X); (t; (x; [Z])) 7! (t  x; [t  Z]):
Over points x 2 T, i.e., (x; [x(n)]) 2  1n (T), this action looks like:
T  1n (T)!  1n (T); (t; (x; [x(n)])) 7! (t  x; [(t  x)(n)]):
Since this action extends the action of the torus T =  1n (T) over itself, we
obtain:
Proposition 3.3.1. Let X be an ane toric variety. Then for all n 2 N, Nashn(X)
is a toric variety.
This proposition is our starting point. Given a toric variety X, we would like to
give a combinatorial description of Nashn(X) as explicit as the one for the usual
Nash blowup ([GM], [GT]). Unfortunately, in the process we ran into the following
diculties that we did not succeed in overcoming:
 One of the main ideas appearing in [GM] or [GT] is the fact that the ideal that
is blown up in order to get the Nash blowup is a monomial ideal. To prove
this, an explicit presentation of the module I=I2 is required. For the module
I=In+1, n  2, we do not know if there is such a presentation.
 In [GT], Part I, the authors give a combinatorial description of non-normal
toric varieties having a nite open cover by T invariant ane sets. This result
could lead to the explicit description we were looking for. However, it is not
clear that such a cover exists for the higher Nash blowup of a toric variety.
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In order to avoid these diculties we will consider the normalization of Nashn(X).
By the general theory of normal toric varieties the normalization of Nashn(X) is
given by some fan. This is the fan we will describe.
3.3.2 Normalization of the higher Nash blowup of a normal
toric variety
Let   Rd be a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone of dimension d. Let C[A] :=
C[ \ Zd] = C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. After a suitable change of coordinates, we can assume
that C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]  C[x1; : : : ; xd]. Let X := Spec C[A] be the corresponding d-
dimensional normal toric variety with torus T  X. Let  : Nashn(X)! Nashn(X)
be the normalization ofNashn(X). By proposition 3.3.1,Nashn(X) is a toric variety
with dense torus  1n (T) = T. Let U =  1(T), which is dense since Nashn(X) is
irreducible. Moreover, since T is contained in the normal locus of Nashn(X), we
have that U is isomorphic to T. The action of T on Nashn(X) induces the following
action of T on U :
T U ! U; (t;  1(x; [x(n)])) 7!  1(t  x; [(t  x)(n)]):
Since this action commutes with the normalization map restricted to U then, by
[Se], Lemma 6.1, there is a unique action of T on Nashn(X) extending the action
on U and such that it commutes with . This implies that Nashn(X) is a (normal)
toric variety with torus U = T.
Now, since Nashn(X) is a normal toric variety of dimension d, there exists a fan
  NR, where N is a lattice of rank d, such that its associated normal toric variety
is isomorphic to Nashn(X). The composition n : Nashn(X)! X is a morphism
of normal toric varieties that sends the torus U  Nashn(X) to the torus T  X in
such a way that this restriction is a homomorphism of groups. Thus it is a toric mor-
phism. By theorem 1.1.6, there exists a morphism of lattices  : N ! Zd compatible
with  and , and such that the induced morphism on the toric varieties is n  .
On the other hand, since the normalization map is proper and birational we have
that the composition n  is a proper birational map of normal toric varieties. This
implies that  is an isomorphism and  = [2R(), where R : N 
 R! Zd 
 R
is the tensor of  and R (see proposition 1.1.7). Because of this, we can assume that
N = Zd,  is the identity, and  is a renement of .
In order to simplify the notation, from now on a point [Z] in the Hilbert scheme of
points will be denoted simply by Z, since there will be no risk of confusion.
Let 1 = (1; : : : ; 1) be the distinguished point of the dense torus T ,! X. Since
T =  1n (T) =  1( 1n (T)), and since the action of T on Nashn(X) is induced by
that of T on X, we have that  1((1;1(n))) is the distinguished point of the dense
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torus  1( 1n (T))  Nashn(X).
Recall the following notation from section 3.1.3: For w 2 , f = P cuxu 2 C[A],
dene ft := t
d(f)f(t wa1xa1 ; : : : ; t wasxas); where d(f) := maxfw  ujcu 6= 0g. Let
It := hftjf 2 Ii be the ideal in C[A][t] generated by the ft. Now, let w 2  and
consider the one-parameter subgroup w : C ! (C)d, t 7! tw = (tw1 ; : : : ; twd).
Then, for any t 2 C,
w(t)  (1;1(n)) = (w(t)  1; (w(t)  1)(n))
=

(twa1 ; : : : ; twas); Spec
C[A]
hxa1   twa1 ; : : : ; xas   twasin+1

=

(twa1 ; : : : ; twas); Spec
C[A]
ht wa1xa1   1; : : : ; t wasxas   1in+1

According to proposition 3.1.19, we have the following equality of ideals in the ring
C[A][t; t 1]:
ht wa1xa1   1; : : : ; t wasxas   1in+1 = (hxa1   1; : : : ; xas   1in+1)t:
In particular,
w(t)  (1;1(n)) =

(twa1 ; : : : ; twas); Spec
C[A]
(hxa1   1; : : : ; xas   1in+1)t

:
Let Jn := hxa1   1; : : : ; xas   1in+1. Then theorem 3.1.17 implies:
lim
t!0
(w(t)  (1;1(n))) =

lim
t!0
(w(t)  1); Spec C[A]
inw(Jn)

: (3.2)
Remark 3.3.2. The notation we use for the limits of one-parameter subgroups is
not standard. Usually the limit is denoted just as limt!0 w(t). Since we will be
taking these limits at dierent levels (X, Nashn(X), and Nashn(X)) we need to
modify the standard notation in order to distinguish which toric variety we are
working on.
The following proposition shows that the fan dening the normalization ofNashn(X)
is a renement of the Grobner fan of Jn. In fact, we will prove later that these two
fans are actually equal.
Proposition 3.3.3. Let X = Spec C[A] be the normal toric variety associated to
the cone . Let  be the fan associated to the normalization of Nashn(X) and let
GF (Jn) be the Grobner fan of Jn. Then  is a renement of GF (Jn). In particular,
there exists a surjective morphism of normal toric varieties
Nashn(X)
 // XGF (Jn) :
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Proof. To begin with, recall that the support of both  and GF (Jn) is . Let 1
be a cone in  dierent from f0g and let w be in the relative interior of 1. Then
there exists a unique cone 2 of GF (Jn) such that w belongs to its relative interior.
Denote by 1 the distinguished point of 1 in Nashn(X). Now let w
0 6= w be in the
relative interior of 1. By proposition 1.1.5, we have
lim
t!0
(w(t)   1((1;1(n)))) = 1 = lim
t!0
(w0(t)   1((1;1(n)))): (3.3)
By denition, w(t)   1((1;1(n))) =  1((w(t)  1; (w(t)  1)(n))). But now, since
 is a continuous map,
(lim
t!0
(w(t)   1((1;1(n))))) = lim
t!0
((w(t)   1((1;1(n)))))
= lim
t!0
(( 1((w(t)  1; (w(t)  1)(n)))))
= lim
t!0
(w(t)  1; (w(t)  1)(n))
= lim
t!0
(w(t)  (1;1(n))):
Similarly, (limt!0(w0(t)   1((1;1(n))))) = limt!0(w0(t)  (1;1(n))). Thus, by (3.2)
and (3.3), Spec C[A]=inw(Jn) = Spec C[A]=inw0(Jn). This is an equality of closed
subschemes of Spec C[A] according to theorem 3.1.17. This implies that inw(Jn) =
inw0(Jn), i.e., w
0 belongs to the relative interior of 2. Therefore 1  2. Since  and
GF (Jn) have the same support, we conclude that  is a renement of GF (Jn).
Remark 3.3.4. Notice that in the previous proof we cannot give a similar argument
to show that GF (Jn) is a renement of  since the normalization map may fail to
be 1-1 over the non-normal locus. More precisely, let frig, fsig be two sequences in
 1n (T)  Nashn(X) such that lim ri = l = lim si, where l 2 Nashn(X) n  1n (T).
Then it may happen that lim  1(ri) 6= lim  1(si).
Now we have the following two morphisms:
Nashn(X)
 //


XGF (Jn)
Nashn(X)
The normalization map is a nite morphism. If we could give a morphism
 : XGF (Jn) ! Nashn(X) such that  =   , then, since  is surjective, both
morphisms  and  must also be nite. Since XGF (Jn) and Nashn(X) are normal
varieties this would imply XGF (Jn)
= Nashn(X) (the normalization of any variety
is unique). In what follows, we will try to dene such a morphism  by giving a
map of sets XGF (Jn) ! Nashn(X) extending the existing birational map between
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them (which is given by the torus). Since XGF (Jn) is normal, this map of sets is
actually a morphism of varieties (this is a consequence of one version of Zariski's
Main Theorem, see [Ha], Chapter V, Theorem 5.2).
To begin with, let us recall the construction of the map , which is obtained as
the induced morphism of the identity on the lattice Zd, according to proposition
3.3.3. For any  2 , there is a cone 0 2 GF (Jn) containing , and so there is a
toric morphism i : X ! X0 , where X and X0 are the ane toric varieties corre-
sponding to  and 0. These maps glue together to give the morphism  (see [CLS],
Theorem 3.3.4). Moreover, for any cone 0 2 GF (Jn) that is not subdivided in 
(i.e., a cone that appears in both fans), the corresponding morphism i : X0 ! X0
is an isomorphism.
We want to dene a map  : XGF (Jn) ! Nashn(X) making the following diagram
commutative:
Nashn(X)


 // XGF (Jn)
 xxqqq
qqq
qqq
qq
Nashn(X)
Since XGF (Jn) is a normal toric variety and since  and  are equivariant, it suces
to dene the map for the distinguished points of every cone in GF (Jn). Let 
0 2
GF (Jn) be a cone, and 0 the corresponding distinguished point. If this cone is not
subdivided in , then we dene  (0) := (
 1(0)) (as we said before,  is an
isomorphism over X0 in this case). In particular, the torus of XGF (Jn) is sent to the
torus of Nashn(X), as desired. Now let  2 GF (Jn) be a cone that is subdivided in
. Let us denote by 1; : : : ; r the cones of  such that
r[
i=1
i = :
Moreover, the relative interior of every i is contained in the relative interior of  .
Let  denote the distinguished point of  in XGF (Jn). According to theorem 1.1.6,
the following holds:
(a) (i) =  , for all i = 1; : : : ; r;
(b) (O(i))  O(), where O() denotes the orbit corresponding to a cone.
Let us dene  ( ) := (1) (the choice of 1 is arbitrary, we could use any of the
i). Now we need to check that (i) = (  )(i) for all i, i.e., (i) = (1).
For this we are going to use once again the characterization of distinguished points
as limits of one-parameter subgroups. Let wi be in the relative interior of i. By
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proposition 1.1.5, we have:
lim
t!0
wi(t)   1((1;1(n))) = i :
Now, since  is a continuous map,
(i) = (lim
t!0
(wi(t)   1((1;1(n)))))
= lim
t!0
((wi(t)   1((1;1(n)))))
= lim
t!0
(( 1((wi(t)  1; (wi(t)  1)(n)))))
= lim
t!0
(wi(t)  1; (wi(t)  1)(n))
=

lim
t!0
(wi(t)  1); Spec
C[A]
inwi(Jn)

:
On the other hand, every wi is also contained in the relative interior of  , i.e.,
inwi(Jn) = inwj(Jn) for all 1  i; j  r, by denition of Grobner fan. Consequently,
(i) = (1) for all i.
Therefore, by dening  (t   ) := t  (1), and using facts (a) and (b) above,
we obtain a morphism  : XGF (Jn) ! Nashn(X) making the diagram above com-
mutative. With this, as we said before, the morphism  must be an isomorphism.
We have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3.5. Let X = Spec C[A] be the normal toric variety associated to the
cone . Let  be the fan associated to the normalization of Nashn(X) and let GF (Jn)
be the Grobner fan of Jn. Then  = GF (Jn).
Let us illustrate the theorem by an example. Let  be the cone generated by (0; 1)
and (3; 2). Then  \ Z2 is generated by  = f1 = (1; 0); 2 = (1; 1); 3 = (2; 3)g.
Let X = Spec C[ \ Z2] = Spec C[x; y; z]=hxy   z3i. Using the algorithm that
we saw in Chapter 2 we obtain the sets 1;2 = f(1; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2); (1; 3)g and
2;3 = f( 1; 3); (0; 1); (1; 1); (2; 3)g. The dual cones of the cones generated by 1;2
and 2;3 dene a fan which is a renement of  (see gure 3.2). This fan corresponds
to Nash1(X) (see [GM], Section 4.3 or [GT], Remark 4.6).
Let us compare this fan with the Grobner fan of the ideal J1 = hu 1; u2v3 1; uv 
1i2  C[u; u2v3; uv]. Let us consider the following vectors: w1 = (1; 0), w2 = (2; 1).
Implementing algorithm 3.1.13 with the lexicographical order in SINGULAR 3-1-6, we
nd that the reduced Grobner bases of J1 with respect to w1 and w2 are, respectively,
fu2v2   2uv + 1; u2v   u  uv + 1; u2   2u+ 1; u2v3 + u  3uv + 1g;
fu2v2   2uv + 1; u3v4   u2v3   uv + 1; u4v6   2u2v3 + 1; u+ u2v3   3uv + 1g:
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As in the proof of proposition 3.1.10, we obtain the following open cones:
C[w1] = f(a; b) 2 ja+ b > 0; a > 0; a+ 3b > 0; a+ 2b > 0; 2a+ 3b > 0g;
C[w2] = f(a; b) 2 ja+ b > 0; 2a+ 3b > 0; 3a+ 4b > 0; a  3b > 0; b > 0g:
The closures of these cones give precisely the fan in gure 3.2. In particular,Nash1(X)
is a singular toric variety.
(3,−1)
(3,−2)
Figure 3.2: Fan for Nash1(X).
Now we compute Nash2(X). Let J2 = hu  1; u2v3  1; uv  1i3  C[u; u2v3; uv].
Let w1 = (1; 1), w2 = (4; 1), w3 = (5; 2), w4 = (5; 3). Implementing algorithm
3.1.13 with the lexicographical order in SINGULAR 3-1-6, we nd that the reduced
Grobner bases of J1 with respect to w1, w2, w3, and w4 are, respectively,
f(u 1)3; (u 1)2(uv 1); u2v3 3u2v2+3u2v u2; u3v2 u2v2 2u2v+2uv+u 1; (uv 1)3g;
fu3v4 + u2v   3u2v2   u2v3   u+ 4uv   1; u2   3u2v + 3u2v2   u2v3; (uv   1)3;
u4v6 + 3u2v   6u2v2   3u2v3   4u+ 12uv   3; u3v2   2u2v   u2v2 + u+ 2uv   1g;
fu4v6   3u3v4 + 3u2v2   u; u2v + u3v4   3u2v2   u  u2v3 + 4uv   1; (uv   1)3;
u4v5   2u3v4   u2v2 + u2v3 + 2uv  1; u2 + 3u3v4   6u2v2   3u  4u2v3 + 12uv  3g;
f(u2v3 1)3; u5v7 2u3v4 u4v6+uv+2u2v3 1; u4v5 u2v2 2u3v4+2uv+u2v3 1;
u  3u2v2 + 3u3v4   u4v6; (uv   1)3g:
As before, we can verify that the closures of the cones C[w1], C[w2], C[w3], and C[w4],
give precisely the fan in gure 3.3. Since every cone appearing in the subdivision is
regular, Nash2(X) is a non-singular toric variety.
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(0,1)
(1,0)
(3,−1)
(3,−2)
(2,−1)
Figure 3.3: Subdivision of  for Nash2(A2).
3.4 An analogue of Nobile's theorem
In this section we study an analogue of the following well-known theorem of A. Nobile
([No], Theorem 2; an algebraic proof is given in [Li] for complete intersections and
in [Te], Section 2.4, for the general case).
Theorem 3.4.1. Let X be an algebraic variety of pure dimension d over an alge-
braically closed eld of characteristic zero. Let (X; ) be the Nash blowup of X.
Then,  is an isomorphism if and only if X is non-singular.
We will prove the analogue of this theorem in our particular context, that is,
we consider only normal toric varieties and Nash blowup is replaced by normalized
higher Nash blowup. In view of the results of the previous sections, we will be able
to give a combinatorial proof using the theory of Grobner bases. Once this is done, it
is an immediate consequence that the analogue of Nobile's theorem for higher Nash
blowup without normalization is also true for normal toric varieties (see corollary
3.4.8).
Let X be a normal toric variety. Let (Nashn(X); n  ) be the nth normalized
higher Nash blowup of X. One direction of the analogue of Nobile's theorem is
clear; namely, if X is non-singular then n is an isomorphism (n only modies sin-
gular points) and so is . Therefore, if X is non-singular, n   is an isomorphism.
Let us suppose now that X is singular. We want to prove that n   is not an
isomorphism. Let   Rd be a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone such that
X is the associated normal toric variety. By theorem 3.3.5, the fan corresponding to
Nashn(X) is given by the Grobner fan of the ideal Jn = hxa1   1; : : : ; xas   1in+1 
C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] = C[ \Zd]. To prove that n   is not an isomorphism it suces to
prove that the Grobner fan of Jn truly subdivides . Indeed, suppose that GF (Jn) is
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a non-trivial subdivision of , i.e., there exist at least two cones 1 6= 2 in GF (Jn),
whose relative interiors are contained in the relative interior of . Denote by 1 ,
2 , and  the respective distinguished points in the respective varieties. Then, by
theorem 1.1.6, we have:
(n  )(1) =  = (n  )(2):
Since 1 6= 2 , we see that n   is not injective, so it is not an isomorphism.
Therefore, by denition of Grobner fan, we need to nd w, w0 2  such that
inw(Jn) 6= inw0(Jn). As we saw in previous sections (see prop. 3.1.10), this inequa-
tion can be characterized as follows. Fix some w in the interior of  and let > be
any monomial order on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Dene a new order >w for which x
u >w x
v
if u  w > v  w or u  w = v  w and u > v. Let G be the reduced Grobner basis
of Jn with respect to >w. Then inw(Jn) 6= inw0(Jn) for some w0 2  if and only if
inw(g) 6= inw0(g) for some g 2 G.
Remark 3.4.2. We could formulate a similar question for ideals other than Jn, for
n  1. Is it true that the fact that the Grobner fan of some ideal in C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]
does not subdivide  implies that  is regular? The answer is no in general. Take for
instance any monomial ideal. Any minimal monomial basis is already the reduced
Grobner basis with respect to any w 2 . The initial parts of these monomials are
trivially preserved when varying w 2 . However, this does not imply regularity of
. But even for non-monomial ideals, something similar happens. Consider the ideal
J0. Here the generators fxa1   1; : : : ; xas   1g form the reduced Grobner basis of J0
with respect to any w 2  and they also trivially satisfy the conditions on the initial
parts but this does not imply regularity of the cone .
The strategy for the proof of the analogue of Nobile's theorem is to nd an
element of the reduced Grobner basis whose initial part changes as we vary w 2 .
To illustrate the method we consider the following family of normal toric surfaces.
Proposition 3.4.3. Let us consider the Am-singularity, and let C[x; xmym+1; xy] be
its ring of regular functions. Let Jn = hx  1; xmym+1  1; xy  1in+1. Then GF (Jn)
denes a non-trivial subdivision.
Proof. Let   R2 be the cone generated by (0; 1) and (m+ 1; m). Denote by R1
and R2 the rays generated by (0; 1) and (m + 1; m), respectively. Fix some w0 in
the relative interior of  and suciently close to R2. Let > be any monomial order
on C[x; xmym+1; xy] and let G be the reduced Grobner basis of Jn with respect to
>w0 . We are going to show that there exists some g 2 G such that its initial part
changes as we vary w 2 .
Since (x 1)n+1 2 Jn, there exists g 2 G such that lt>w0 (g)jxn+1, i.e., lt>w0 (g) = xp,
p  n+ 1. We consider two cases:
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(1) First suppose there is another monomial in g dierent from a power of x. Since
there are only a nite number of monomials in g, then if w0 is suciently close
to R2 we have that inw0(g) = x
p. But now by taking w suciently close
to R1, we have inw(g) 6= xp. This implies that GF (Jn) denes a non-trivial
subdivision of .
(2) Now suppose that g = xp + 1x
p 1 +   + p 1x+ p. Applying the division
algorithm to (x   1)n+1 and g we obtain (x   1)n+1 = g  q + r, where r = 0
or r 6= 0 and degx r < degx g. If r 6= 0 then there is some g0 2 G, g0 6= g such
that lt>w0 (g
0)jlt>w0 (r) which implies that lt>w0 (g0)jlt>w0 (g), contradicting the
fact that G is reduced. Therefore r = 0 and so g = (x   1)p. Once again, we
consider two cases:
(2.1) Suppose p < n + 1. In particular, g = (x  1)p 2 Jn but this is impossible by
lemma 3.4.6, proved below.
(2.2) Suppose p = n + 1. We are going to show that there is an element h 2 Jn
such that lt>w0 (h) = x
n, which again contradicts the fact that G is reduced.
We proceed by induction on n. First we show that there is an element h1 2 J1
such that lt>w0 (h1) = x. Assume for the moment that such an element exists.
Let hi := (x  1) hi 1 2 Ji, i  2. Then, by induction, lt>w0 (hi) = xi. Now we
prove that such an h1 exists. Let n = 1 and consider the following telescopic
sums:
xm+1ym+1 + 1 = (xy   1) 
h mX
j=0
(xy)m j
i
+ 2
= (xy   1) 
h
(xy   1) 
 mX
j=1
j  (xy)m j

+ (m+ 1)
i
+ 2
= (xy   1)2 
 mX
j=1
j  (xy)m j

+ (xy   1)  (m+ 1) + 2:
This implies:
xm+1ym+1   xmym+1   x+ 1 = (xy   1)2 
 mX
j=1
j  (xy)m j

  xmym+1   x+ (m+ 1)  xy   (m+ 1) + 2:
The term on the left equals (x  1)  (xmym+1  1) 2 J1. Since (xy  1)2 is also
in J1 we have h1 := x
mym+1 + x   (m + 1)  xy + (m + 1)   2 2 J1. If w0 is
suciently close to R2, then inw0(h1) = x and so lt>w0 (h1) = x, as desired.
Therefore, by (2:1) and (2:2), case (2) is impossible. By case (1) we are done.
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Remark 3.4.4. Notice that the above proof is also valid for any normal toric surface,
since, according to [O], Proposition 1.21, there is an identical relation to that of
x; xy; xmym+1, among any three consecutive generators in the minimal generating
set of the semigroup associated to the toric surface.
Now we move into the general case. As before, let   Rd be a strongly convex ra-
tional polyhedral cone of dimension d and such that   Rd0. Let fa1; : : : ; asg  Zd0
be the minimal set of generators of  \ Zd. We need two preliminary lemmas.
According to proposition 1.1.3, the set fa1; : : : ; asg contains the ray generators of
the edges of  which we denote, after renumbering if necessary, by fa1; : : : ; arg, as
well as possibly some points in the relative interior of fPri=1 iaij0  i  1g. Since
 has dimension d, we must have r  d. Let us assume that  is not a regular cone.
Lemma 3.4.5. There exist h 2 Jn and some w in the relative interior of  such
that lt>w(h) = (x
ai)n, for some i 2 f1; : : : ; rg.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. We are going to show that there exist h1 2 J1
and some w 2  such that lt>w(h1) = xai for some i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Assume for the
moment that such h1 and w exist. Let hl = (x
ai   1)  hl 1 2 Jl, l  2. Then, by
induction, lt>w(hl) = (x
ai)l. Now we prove that such h1 and w exist. Let n = 1 and
consider the following map of C-algebras:
 : C[y1; : : : ; ys]! C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]; yi 7! xai :
Let J1 := hy1   1; : : : ; ys   1i2 + ker. Since  is not a regular cone, we must have
s > d. Consider a subset of fa1; : : : ; arg consisting of d linearly independent elements
(such a subset exists since  has dimension d). After renumbering, if necessary, we
may assume that this subset is fa1; : : : ; adg. Let A be the matrix whose columns
are a1; : : : ; ad, in this order. Let 
0 := (01; : : : ; 
0
d) be the solution of the equation
Az = ad+1, i.e., 
0 = A 1ad+1. The entries of A are all integers as well as those of
ad+1, whence 
0 2 Qd. By multiplying by suitable integers and after renumbering, if
necessary, we obtain the following relation:
1a1 +   + tat = t+1at+1 +   + d+1ad+1;
where i 2 Z0 for all i, and for some t 2 f1; : : : ; dg. This implies that y11    ytt  
y
t+1
t+1    yd+1d+1 2 ker:
Consider the change of coordinates yi 7! y0i + 1. Then
(y01 + 1)
1    (y0t + 1)t   (y0t+1 + 1)t+1    (y0d+1 + 1)d+1
belongs to K, where K is the image of ker under the change of coordinates, and
consequently, it also belongs to hy01; : : : ; y0si2 + K. Since hy01; : : : ; y0si2 contains all
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monomials of degree two in the variables y0i, the polynomial 1y
0
1 +   + d+1y0d+1 is
also in hy01; : : : ; y0si2 +K, for some non-zero coecients i (actually, i equals i or
 i). Undoing the change of coordinates, we obtain ~h := 1y1+  +d+1yd+1+c 2 J1,
where c is a constant. Hence h1 := (~h) = 1x
a1 +    + d+1xad+1 + c 2 J1. Now
consider two cases (recall that r denotes the number of edges of ):
(1) If r > d then ad+1 2 fa1; : : : ; arg. Consequently, lt>w(h) = xai , for some
i 2 f1; : : : ; rg and any w 2 , as desired.
(2) Suppose that r = d and recall that fa1; : : : ; asg is the minimal set of generators
of  \Zd. In particular, ad+1 =
Pd
i=1 iai, where 0  i < 1. Denote by H the
hyperplane generated by fa1; : : : ; ad 1g. Then H \  is a facet of , i.e., there
exists w 2  such that w? = H. In particular, wai = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; d 1, and
w  ad > 0. If ad+1 2 H then lt>w(h) = xad , as desired. Otherwise, w  ad+1 > 0.
Now we choose w0 suciently close to w in the relative interior of  and such
that 0 < w0  ai < w0  ad and 0 < w0  ai < w0  ad+1 for all i = 1; : : : ; d  1. We
know that ad+1 =
Pd
i=1 iai, where, in particular, 0 < d < 1. This fact allow
us to choose w0 satisfying also w0  ad+1 < w0  ad. Therefore, lt>w0 (h) = xad .
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.4.6. If p < n+ 1, then (xai   1)p =2 Jn, for every i.
Proof. For convenience of notation, we take i = 1 and we assume that a11 > 0. Let
ft := (x
a1   1)t1  (xa2   1)t2    (xas   1)ts ; where Pj tj = n+ 1. Suppose that
(xa1   1)p =
X
htft; (3.4)
for some ht 2 C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. We will get a contradiction by taking derivatives with
respect to x1. When we take the rst derivative with respect to x1 of
P
htft, every
summand htft produces two summands, according to Leibniz' rule of derivation.
Each of these new summands contains a factor (xa1   1)r1  (xa2   1)r2    (xas   1)rs ,
where n  Pj rj  n + 1. Continuing this way, after dierentiating p times with
respect to x1, every summand in the resulting sum contains a factor (x
a1   1)r1 
(xa2   1)r2    (xas   1)rs , where 0 < n+ 1  p Pj rj  n+ 1.
On the other hand, the rst derivative with respect to x1 of (x
a1 1)p is (xa1 1)p 1m,
where m is some monomial. The second derivative will produce two summands, each
one being a product of (xa1   1)r where p   2  r  p, and some monomial. Con-
tinuing this way, after p  1 derivations, the resulting sum consists of summands of
the form (xa1   1)r m, 1  r  p, and where there is exactly one summand such
that r = 1. The next derivation produces a non-zero monomial plus summands of
the form (xa1   1)r m, where 1  r  p.
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Therefore, after dierentiating each side of equation (3.4) p times, and evaluat-
ing the resulting polynomials in (1; 1; : : : ; 1) we obtain zero on the right hand and
something dierent from zero on the left hand. This is a contradiction.
Now we are ready to prove the analogue of Nobile's theorem in our context.
Theorem 3.4.7. Let X be the normal toric variety dened by . Let n   :
Nashn(X) ! X be the normalized higher Nash blowup of X. Then if X is sin-
gular, n   is not an isomorphism.
Proof. Let w 2  be as in lemma 3.4.5. Let G be the reduced Grobner basis of Jn
with respect to >w, where > is any monomial order on C[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. By denition,
(xai   1)n+1 2 Jn. For each i, there exists gi 2 G such that lt>w(gi)j(xai)n+1. For
i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, this implies that lt>w(gi) = (xai)pi , where pi  n+1. Now we consider
two cases:
(1) Suppose there is some i 2 f1; : : : ; rg such that gi contains some monomial x
that is not a power of xai . By denition of >w, (x
ai)pi is a monomial of inw(gi).
On the other hand, since piai is in the ray generated by ai (which is a ray of
the cone ), there exists w0 2  such that w0  (piai) = 0 and w0   > 0. Now
we choose w00 suciently close to w0 in the relative interior of  and such that
0 < w00  (piai) < w00  . This implies that (xai)pi is not a monomial of inw00(gi).
Consequently, C[w] 6= C[w00] and so the Grobner fan of Jn is not trivial. Here
C[w] denotes the equivalence class of w in the Grobner fan of Jn.
(2) Suppose that gi = (x
ai)pi + i;1(x
ai)pi 1 +    + i;pi 1(xai) + i;pi , where i 2
f1; : : : ; rg. Applying the division algorithm in one variable we obtain:
(xai   1)n+1 = gi  qi + ri;
where ri = 0 or ri 6= 0 and degxai (ri) < degxai (gi). If ri 6= 0 for some i,
the previous equality implies ri 2 Jn, and so there exists g 2 G, g 6= gi for
all i, such that lt>w(g)jlt>w(ri). But this implies that lt>w(g)jlt>w(gi), which
contradicts the fact that G is reduced. Therefore ri = 0 for all i, implying
gi = (x
ai   1)pi , where pi  n+ 1. By lemma 3.4.6, pi cannot be smaller than
n + 1, i.e., pi = n + 1 for all i. According to lemma 3.4.5, there exists h 2 Jn
such that lt>w(h) = (x
ai)n. Once again, this gives a contradiction.
By (1) and (2), the Grobner fan of Jn denes a non-trivial subdivision and so n  
is not an isomorphism.
As an immediate consequence, the analogue of Nobile's theorem for higher Nash
blowup without normalization is also true for normal toric varieties.
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Corollary 3.4.8. Let X be a normal toric variety and let (Nashn(X); n) be its nth
higher Nash blowup. Then n is an isomorphism if and only if X is non-singular.
Proof. Suppose n is an isomorphism. In particular, Nashn(X) is normal whence
Nashn(X) ' Nashn(X). By the previous theorem, this implies that X is non-
singular.
Remark 3.4.9. In particular, if n = 1 in the previous corollary, we have a combina-
torial proof of Nobile's theorem for normal toric varieties. A more general statement
regarding Nobile's theorem for the usual Nash blowup of (not necessarily normal)
toric varieties was proved by P. Gonzalez and B. Teissier in [GT], (Proposition 11.3).
Their proof is dierent from ours: the authors study the blowup of the so-called log-
arithmic jacobian ideal which coincides with the usual Nash blowup if the base eld
is algebraically closed of characteristic zero.
3.5 One-step resolution: The A3-singularity
We conclude this chapter with a comment on Yasuda's conjecture on the one-step
resolution via higher Nash blowups. The conjecture states:
Conjecture 3.5.1. ([Y], Conjecture 0.2) Let X be an irreducible algebraic variety.
If n 0 then Nashn(X) is non-singular.
In the same paper, Yasuda proves that this conjecture is true when dimX = 1
([Y], Corollary 3.7). Now we want to explore the conjecture for the Am-singularity,
which is one of the simplest singular surfaces.
Let A1 := f(x; y; z) 2 C3jz2   xy = 0g. Using the algorithm that we saw in
Chapter 2, we can prove that Nash1(A1) is non-singular. On the other hand, if
A2 := f(x; y; z) 2 C3jz3   xy = 0g, the same algorithm shows that Nash1(A2) is
singular. What about Nash2(A2)? Using the theory of general toric varieties (with-
out the assumption of normality) appearing in [GT], Part I, we are going to show
that Nash2(A2) is non-singular.
The varietyA2 is the normal toric surface dened by the cone  = ((0; 1); (3; 2))R0 
R2. The ring of regular functions of A2 is isomorphic to C[u; u2v3; uv]. As we saw
at the end of section 3.2, the ideal a  C[u; u2v3; uv] dening Nash2(A2) is the
following monomial ideal:
hu5v6; u4v3; u6v8; u5v5; u4v2; u7v10; u4v; u8v12; u4; u6v7; u5v4; u6v6i:
Let mj, j = 1; : : : ; 12, denote these generators. Consider the Newton polyhedra
N(a) of a, which is, by denition, the convex hull in R2 of the set fmj + g. Let i
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be the dual cone of the cone generated by (n  mi)n2N(a), where mi is a vertex of
N(a). Then the i's give a subdivision of  (see gure 3.4). The cones appearing in
this subdivision form a fan that we denote by . Let   be the semigroup generated
by f(1; 0); (1; 1); (2; 3)g. Dene the following semigroups in the cones i:
 i =   + (mj  mi)j 6=i  i \ Z2:
Denote by   the set consisting of the semigroups  i, together with  i; :=  i +
M(; i) for  a face of i, where M(; i) is the lattice generated by  i \ ?. By
construction, the triple (Z2;; ) satises the conditions of denition 1.2.1 and so
we can associate a toric variety to this triple. By [GT], Proposition 5.1, this toric
variety is the blowup of A2 along a, i.e., Nash2(A2). Every cone appearing in the
subdivision is regular and it can be checked that every semigroup  i is generated
by the ray generators of i. So what we actually obtain here is a usual normal toric
variety dened by a fan. Since every cone in the subdivision is regular, Nash2(A2)
is non-singular.
(0,1)
(1,0)
(3,−1)
(3,−2)
(8,12)
(5,6)
(4,3)
(4,0)
(2,−1)
Figure 3.4: Newton polyhedra of a, its vertices, and the subdivision of .
Summarizing: for A1, Nash1(A1) is non-singular; for A2, Nash1(A2) is singular but
Nash2(A2) is non-singular. Is there any chance for this nice behavior to continue?
Unexpectedly, already for the A3-singularity something quite dierent happens.
T. Yasuda has computed the Grobner fan of the ideal Jn = hu 1; u3v4 1; uv 1in+1
for several n. By theorem 3.3.5, these fans correspond to Nashn(A3) for those n.
Yasuda then noticed that there seems to be a rule about how the cone is subdi-
vided as n increases. In particular, he observed that there is a non-regular cone in
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every one of these Grobner fans, i.e., Nashn(A3) is singular for those values of n. Of
course, this implies that Nashn(A3) is also singular. Because of these computations,
Yasuda stated that the A3-singularity is probably a counterexample to Conjecture
3.5.1 (see [Y1], Remark 1.5). In what follows we are going to reproduce Yasuda's
computations and we will explicitly describe the non-regular cone appearing in the
Grobner fan of Jn for 1  n  50.
Let   R2 be the cone generated by (0; 1) and (4; 3). Then the associated nor-
mal toric variety is the A3-singularity, i.e., A3 = f(x; y; z) 2 C3jz4   xy = 0g, with
C[u; u3v4; uv] as its ring of regular functions. Let Jn = hu  1; u3v4   1; uv   1in+1.
Using the algorithm of Chapter 2 we can verify that Nash1(A3) is singular. So let
us assume n  2.
Let 2 be the cone generated by (4; 1) and (2; 1). Let w02, w00 be two random
points in the relative interior of 2 and arbitrarily close to the rays generated by
(4; 1) and (2; 1), respectively. Using the package Groebner (we considered the
reverse lexicographical order) of the software Maple 15 we computed the initial ideal
of J2 with respect to w
0
2 and w
00, obtaining:
inw02(J2) = hu2; u3v2; u3v3; u4v4; u4v5; u6v8i = inw00(J2):
By denition, this means that the equivalence classes of w02 and w
00 in the Grobner
fan of J2 are the same, i.e., C[w
0
2] = C[w
00]. Since every cone in the Grobner fan is
convex, this computation suggests that 2  C[w02] = C[w00]. Since 2 is not a regular
cone, this would imply that Nash2(A3) is singular.
Now we repeat the previous computation for 3  n  50. Consider the cone n  
dened as:
n =

((2(n  1); n+ 2); (2; 1))R0 n odd;
((2n; n+ 1); (2; 1))R0 n even:
Let w0n, w
00 be two points in the relative interior of n arbitrarily close to its respective
edges. Computing initial ideals of Jn as before we obtained:
inw03(J3) =hu3; u3v; u4v3; u4v4; u5v6; u6v8i = inw00(J3);
inw04(J4) =hu3; u4v2; u5v4; u5v5; u6v7; u7v9; u9v12i = inw00(J4);
inw05(J5) =hu4; u4v; u5v3; u6v5; u6v6; u7v8; u8v10; u9v12i = inw00(J5);
inw06(J6) =hu4; u5v2; u6v4; u7v6; u7v7; u8v9; u9v11; u10v13; u12v16i = inw00(J6);
inw07(J7) =hu5; u5v; u6v3; u7v5; u8v7; u8v8; u9v10; u10v12; u11v14; u12v16i = inw00(J7);
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inw08(J8) =hu5; u6v2; u7v4; u8v6; u9v8; u9v9; u10v11; u11v13; u12v15; u13v17; u15v20i
=inw00(J8);
inw09(J9) =hu6; u6v; u7v3; u8v5; u9v7; u10v9; u10v10; u11v12; u12v14; u13v16; u14v18; u15v20i
=inw00(J9);
...
inw049(J49) =hu26; u26v; u27v3; : : : ; u50v49; u50v50; u51v52; u52v54; : : : ; u74v98; u75v100i
=inw00(J49);
inw050(J50) =hu26; u27v2; u28v4; : : : ; u51v50; u51v51; u52v53; u53v55; : : : ; u76v101; u78v104i
=inw00(J50):
As before, this means that C[w0n] = C[w
00] in the Grobner fan of Jn. This sug-
gests that n  C[w0n] = C[w00]. Since n is not a regular cone, this would imply that
Nashn(A3) is singular for 3  n  50. Depending on the computer's capacity, we
can repeat the previous computations for greater values of n. However, already with
these examples the point has been made: the expected regularity of the resolution
in one step for the Am-singularity is not immediate.
Looking at the generators of the previous ideals we noticed that there are some
patterns. For instance, they all have the following shape:
 If n = 2m+ 1, m  1, then
inw0n(Jn) = hum+2; um+2v; um+3v3; um+4v5; : : : ; u2m+2v2m+1; u2m+2v2m+2;
u2m+3v2m+4; u2m+4v2m+6; : : : ; u3m+2v2(2m+1); u3(m+1)v4(m+1)i:
 If n = 2m, m  2, then
inw0n(Jn) = hum+1; um+2v2; um+3v4; um+4v6; : : : ; u2m+1v2m; u2m+1v2m+1;
u2m+2v2m+3; u2m+3v2m+5; : : : ; u3m+1v4m+1; u3(m+1)v4(m+1)i:
But even if we were able to prove that this shape holds for all n 2 N, this in-
formation is not sucient to compute the respective cone in the Grobner fan. At
least some other monomials of elements of a Grobner basis are required. It is here
that things get quite complicated. In order to nd these extra monomials we may
try to control the eect of the Buchberger algorithm on Jn. Needless to say, the
algorithm is not at all easy to handle even for small values of n. However, in view of
the patterns appearing in the previous computations, the A3-singularity may indeed
give a counterexample. The precise question can be formulated as follows:
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Let Jn = hu  1; u3v4   1; uv   1in+1  C[u; u3v4; uv]. Consider the following cone,
n =

((2(n  1); n+ 2); (2; 1))R0 ; n odd;
((2n; n+ 1); (2; 1))R0 ; n even:
If w and w0 belong to the relative interior of n, is it true that inw(Jn) = inw0(Jn)
for every n 2 N?
We present some computations indicating that this cone (or a subdivision of it)
may indeed appear in the Grobner fan of Jn, for every n 2 N. These computations
were made using the library dmodapp:lib ([AnL]) of SINGULAR 3-1-6 (we considered
the reverse lexicographical order).
First, let R be the ray generated by (2; 1). To see that this ray appears in the
subdivision of  it is enough to show that for any w = (a; b), w0 = (c; d) such that
b
a
>  1
2
>
d
c
;
we have inw(Jn) 6= inw0(Jn). As usual, it suces to check that some element g in
the reduced Grobner basis of Jn with respect to >w satises inw(g) 6= inw0(g). By
taking random points w = (a; b), w0 = (c; d) satisfying the inequality above and
suciently close to the ray R we found that, for each n = 1; 2; : : : ; 100, there is
always an element gn in the reduced Grobner basis of Jn with respect to >w such
that
inw(gn) = (uv)
n 1(u3v4);
in(2; 1)(gn) = (uv)n 1(u3v4 + u);
inw0(gn) = (uv)
n 1(u):
Thus inw(gn) 6= inw0(gn) for those values of n. These computations suggest that the
ray R may indeed appear in the subdivision of  given by the Grobner fan of Jn for
all n 2 N.
Now let Ren be the ray generated by (2n; n + 1) for n even, and Ron be the ray
generated by (2(n  1); n+ 2) for n odd. We proceed as before. Consider random
points w = (a; b), w0 = (c; d) suciently close to Ren for n even (respectively, to R
o
n
for n odd) and such that
b
a
>
 n+ 1
2n
>
d
c
; for n even (respectively,
b
a
>
 n+ 2
2(n  1) >
d
c
; for n odd):
By computing the reduced Grobner basis of Jn with respect to>w, for n = 2; 3; : : : ; 100,
we found that there is always an element gn in the basis satisfying:
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For n = 2m, m  1:
inw(gn) = (u
3v4)m;
in(2n; n+1)(gn) = (u3v4)m   um+1;
inw0(gn) = u
m+1:
For n = 2m+ 1, m  1:
inw(gn) = (uv)(u
3v4)m;
in(2(n 1); n+2)(gn) = (uv)((u3v4)m   um+1);
inw0(gn) = (uv)u
m+1:
Thus inw(gn) 6= inw0(gn) for those values of n. As before, these computations
suggest that the rays Ren and R
o
n may indeed appear in the subdivision of  given
by the Grobner fan of Jn for all n 2 N.
The previous computations suggest that the rays R, Ren, and R
o
n appear in the
Grobner fan of Jn. This fact does not imply that the cone n also belongs to GF (Jn)
since this cone may be further subdivided for greater values of n. But still, a proof
of the existence of these rays may be a step forward to understanding the behavior
of the Grobner fan of Jn. Unfortunately, even for the xed ray R, trying to control
the shape of the elements of a reduced Grobner basis seems a futile task. Neverthe-
less, we can prove that there exist elements in some Grobner basis with the desired
properties illustrated above as follows.
Using SINGULAR 3-1-6 we can show that h1 = u
3v4 + u   4uv + 2 belongs to the
reduced Grobner basis of J1 with respect to >w, where w = (a; b) is suciently close
to R and b=a >  1=2. This polynomial satises inw(h1) = u3v4 and in(2; 1)(h1) =
u3v4 + u. Then hn := h1  (uv   1)n 1 2 Jn satises inw(hn) = (uv)n 1u3v4 and
in(2; 1)(hn) = (uv)n 1(u3v4 + u). Since we can produce a Grobner basis from any
generating set of an ideal, we can assume that hn is an element of a Grobner basis.
However, it is the fact that this element is contained in the reduced Grobner basis
that seems dicult to prove. The problem is that the reduction process involves a
large number of computations which makes it very hard to keep track of the changes
in the polynomials during the process. Surprisingly enough, it is exactly the polyno-
mials hn that appear in the computations for the ray R above: after all, they survive
the reduction process!
Appendix A
Grobner fan of ideals in monomial
subalgebras
A.1 Grobner bases on k[xa1; : : : ; xas]
Let k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]  k[x1; : : : ; xd] denote the subalgebra generated by the monomials
xai := x
ai;1
1  : : :  xai;dd , where ai = (ai;1; : : : ; ai;d) 2 Nd, and k is a eld. Let A :=
Z0(a1; : : : ; as) = f
P
i iaiji 2 Z0g denote the semigroup generated by the a0is.
Denition A.1.1. A monomial order on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] is a total order > on the
set of monomials of k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] (or, equivalently, on the semigroup A) satisfying:
(1) 1 < x for all  2 A,  6= 0.
(2) If x < x and  2 A then x+ < x+.
Lemma A.1.2. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Prop. 1.4.5, Thm. 1.4.6) Let > be a monomial
order on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Then
(1) For ;  2 A, if x divides x in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] then   .
(2) > is a well ordering.
Proof. (1) follows at once from the denition of a monomial order. (2) Suppose on the
contrary that there exists a sequence of monomials fxig such that x1 > x2 >    .
We can form a chain of ideals
hx1i  hx1 ; x2i    
Every ideal hx1 ; : : : ; xmi is properly contained in hx1 ; : : : ; xm+1i because other-
wise, xm+1 2 hx1 ; : : : ; xmi implies that xm+1 is divisible by some of the xi and
because of (1), we would have xm+1  xi which contradicts the hypothesis. But
now the existence of such chain of ideals contradicts the fact that k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] is
a noetherian ring.
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Denition A.1.3. Let > be a monomial order on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], f =
Pr
i=1 ix
i
be a non-zero polynomial in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], where 1 > 2 >    > r. Dene:
(1) lm(f) = x1 , the leading monomial of f .
(2) lc(f) = 1 , the leading coecient of f .
(3) lt(f) = 1  x1 , the initial form or leading term of f .
(4) lm(0) = lc(0) = lt(0) = 0.
(5) Let S  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Dene the initial ideal of S, denoted in>(S), to be the
ideal generated (in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]) by the initial forms of elements of S with
respect to >.
Now we dene a division algorithm on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] in a completely analogous
way to that of k[x1; : : : ; xd]. We must emphasize that, although the denition is the
same, divisibility in the polynomial ring may not imply divisibility in the subalgebra.
Multivariable division algorithm:(cf. [AL], Chapter 1, Algorithm 1.5.1 )
Input: f , an ordered set ff1; f2; : : : ; fmg  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] with fi 6= 0 (1  i  m).
Output: u1; : : : ; um; r such that f = u1f1 +    + umfm + r and r = 0 or r 6= 0
and no monomial of r is divisible by any lm(fi). In addition, lm(f) = max(lm(u1) 
lm(f1); : : : ; lm(um)  lm(fm); lm(r)):
Initialization: u1 := 0; : : : ; um := 0; r := 0; h := f .
While h 6= 0 Do
If there exists i such that lm(fi) divides lm(h) then
choose i least such that lm(fi) divides lm(h)
ui := ui +
lt(h)
lt(fi)
h := h  lt(h)
lt(fi)
fi
Else
r := r + lt(h)
h := h  lt(h):
Theorem A.1.4. (cf. [AL], Chapter 1, Theorem 1.5.9) Let F = ff1; : : : ; fmg 
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] n f0g be an ordered m tuple of polynomials and f 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Then the division algorithm produces polynomials u1; : : : ; um; r 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] such
that
f = u1f1 +   + umfm + r;
with r = 0 or no monomial appearing in r is divisible by any of the lt(fi) (in this
case we say that r is reduced with respect to F ). Moreover,
lm(f) = max(lm(u1)  lm(f1); : : : ; lm(um)  lm(fm); lm(r)):
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Proof. First observe that the algorithm terminates. At each stage of the algorithm,
the leading term of h is subtracted o until this can no longer be done. That is,
we get a sequence hi such that lt(hi) > lt(hi+1). Since the monomial order is a
well-order the list of the hi's must stop.
To prove the second part, notice that at any stage in the algorithm we have
lm(h)  lm(f). Now, for each i, we obtain ui by adding terms lt(h)lt(fi) , where
lt(h)
lt(fi)
fi
cancels the leading term of h. It is then immediate that lm(ui)lm(fi)  lm(f).
Moreover, r is obtained by adding in terms lt(h) and so lm(r)  lm(f) as well.
This proves that lm(f)  max(lm(u1)  lm(f1); : : : ; lm(um)  lm(fm); lm(r)). Hence
equality holds.
Now we come to the denition of Grobner basis of an ideal in the subalgebra
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Denition A.1.5. A set of non-zero polynomials G = fg1; : : : ; gtg contained in an
ideal I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] is called a Grobner basis for I if for each f 2 I n f0g, there
exists i 2 f1; : : : ; tg such that lm(gi) divides lm(f) in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Theorem A.1.6. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Theorem 1.6.2) Let I be a non-zero ideal of
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. The following statements are equivalent for a set of non-zero polyno-
mials G = fg1; : : : ; gtg  I:
(i) G is a Grobner basis for I.
(ii) f 2 I if and only if f =Pti=1 higi with lm(f) = max1it(lm(hi)  lm(gi)):
(iii) in>(G) = in>(I).
Proof. (i)) (ii). Let f 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. By the division algorithm, f =Pti=1 higi+
r, r is reduced with respect to G, and lm(f) = max(lm(h1)  lm(g1); : : : ; lm(ht) 
lm(gt); lm(r)): If f 2 I then r 2 I. Suppose r 6= 0. By (i) there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; tg
such that lm(gj) divides lm(r) which contradicts the fact that r is reduced with
respect to G. Thus r = 0.
(ii)) (iii). Clearly, in>(G)  in>(I). Let f 2 I. Writing f as in the hypothesis,
it follows that lt(f) =
P
lt(hi)  lt(gi), where the sum is over all i such that lm(f) =
lm(hi)lm(gi). This implies that lt(f) 2 in>(G). Therefore in>(I)  in>(G).
(iii) ) (i). Let f 2 I. Then lt(f) 2 in>(G) so that lt(f) =
P
hi  lt(gi). Every
monomial on the right-hand side of this expression is divisible by some lm(gi).
Therefore, lm(f) must be also divisible by some lm(gi).
Corollary A.1.7. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Cor. 1.6.3) If G = fg1; : : : ; gtg is a Grobner
basis for I, then I = hg1; : : : ; gti.
Proof. Follows at once using (ii) of the previous theorem.
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Lemma A.1.8. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Lem. 1.6.4) Let I be an ideal generated by a set
S of non-zero monomials, and let f 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Then f 2 I if and only if
for every monomial X appearing in f there exists Y 2 S such that Y divides X.
Moreover, there exists a nite subset S0 of S such that I = hS0i.
Proof. If f 2 I then f = PhiXi, for some Xi 2 S and some hi 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Every monomial on the right-hand side of this expression is divisible by some Xi,
therefore the same goes for every monomial on the left-hand side. The converse
statement is clear.
Now, since k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] is noetherian, I has a nite generating set. By the rst
part of the lemma, each monomial in each member of this generating set is divisible
by an element of S. The nite set of such divisors is a generating set of I.
Corollary A.1.9. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Cor. 1.6.5) Every non-zero ideal I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]
has a Grobner basis.
Proof. By the previous lemma, in>(I) = hlt(g1); : : : ; lt(gt)i for some gi 2 I. Let
G = fg1; : : : ; gtg. Then in>(G) = in>(I), i.e., G is a Grobner basis of I.
Now we turn to the denition and the proof of existence of reduced Grobner
bases of ideals in the monomial subalgebra k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Denition A.1.10. A Grobner basis G = fg1; : : : ; gtg is called minimal if for all i,
lc(gi) = 1 and for all i 6= j, lm(gi) does not divide lm(gj).
Lemma A.1.11. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Lem. 1.8.2) Let G = fg1; : : : ; gtg be a Grobner
basis for the ideal I. If lm(g2)jlm(g1), then fg2; : : : ; gtg is also a Grobner basis for
I.
Proof. It follows immediately from the denition.
By using repeatedly this lemma, we see that minimal Grobner bases exist. But
still a minimal Grobner basis may not be unique. However, they have the following
nice property.
Proposition A.1.12. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Prop. 1.8.4) If G = fg1; : : : ; gtg and H =
fh1; : : : ; hsg are minimal Grobner bases for an ideal I, then s = t, and after renum-
bering if necessary, lt(hi) = lt(gi) for all i = 1; : : : ; t.
Proof. Since h1 2 I and since G is a Grobner basis for I, there exists i such that
lm(gi) divides lm(h1). After renumbering if necessary, we may assume i = 1. Now
g1 is also in I, so there exists j such that lm(hj) divides lm(g1). Therefore lm(hj)
divides lm(h1), and hence j = 1 by the minimality of H. Thus lm(h1) = lm(g1).
Using the minimality of H and G, we repeat this process until all h0s and g0s are
used up. Thus s = t and after renumbering lm(hi) = lm(gi) for all i.
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In order to get uniqueness of a Grobner basis we require a further condition.
Denition A.1.13. A Grobner basis G = fg1; : : : ; gtg is called reduced if lc(gi) = 1
for all i, and no non-zero monomial of gi is divisible by any lt(gj) for each j 6= i.
Corollary A.1.14. (cf. [AL], Chapter 1, Corollary 1.8.6) Let G = fg1; : : : ; gtg be
a minimal Grobner basis for the ideal I. Consider the following reduction process:
Divide g1 by H1 = fg2; : : : ; gtg to obtain a remainder h1;
divide g2 by H2 = fh1; g3; : : : ; gtg to obtain a remainder h2;
divide g3 by H3 = fh1; h2; g4; : : : ; gtg to obtain a remainder h3;
...
divide gt by Ht = fh1; : : : ; ht 1g to obtain a remainder ht:
Then H = fh1; : : : ; htg is a reduced Grobner basis for I.
Proof. First note that G being minimal implies lm(hi) = lm(gi). Therefore for every
i, Hi[fhig is also a minimal Grobner basis of I. In addition, because of the division
algorithm, for every i, the element hi is reduced with respect to Hi. Moreover,
for every i, lm(hi) does not divide any monomial of hj for j < i. Putting these
statements together, we have that H is a reduced Grobner basis.
Theorem A.1.15. (cf. [AL], Ch. 1, Thm. 1.8.7) Fix a monomial order. Then every
non-zero ideal I has a unique reduced Grobner basis with respect to this monomial
order.
Proof. We only need to prove uniqueness. Let G = fg1; : : : ; gtg and H = fh1 : : : ; htg
be reduced Grobner bases of I (they have the same cardinality because they are
minimal). We may assume that lt(gi) = lt(hi) for all i. If gi 6= hi for some i,
then since gi   hi 2 I there exists j such that lm(hj) divides lm(gi   hi). Since
lm(gi   hi) < lm(hi), we must have i 6= j. But then lm(hj) = lm(gj) divides a
monomial of gi hi which contradicts the fact that G and H are reduced. Therefore
gi = hi for all i.
A.2 More on Grobner bases on k[xa1; : : : ; xas]
In this section we continue to verify that certain results of the theory of Grobner
bases over the polynomial ring are still valid for monomial subalgebras. More pre-
cisely, we will focus on some preliminary results needed in the construction of the
Grobner fan.
Proposition A.2.1. (cf. [St], Ch. 1, Prop. 1.1, or [MT], Ch. 2, Lem. 2.2.2) Let
I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] be an ideal, and in>(I) = hlt(f)jf 2 Ii  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] its
initial ideal with respect to >. Then the images of the monomials of k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]
not in in>(I) form a k vector space basis for the residue ring k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]=I.
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Proof. Now that we have the basic theory of Grobner bases over k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ],
the proof of this proposition follows exactly as the polynomial ring case: Suppose
that
P
i imi =
0, where i 2 k and mi are monomials not in in>(I). Then f =P
i imi 2 I and so lt(f) = i0mi0 belongs to in>(I), which is a contradiction. Now
let f 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] and not in I. Then, by taking a Grobner basis G of I and
dividing f by this basis we obtain a remainder r that is reduced with respect to G,
i.e., none of its monomials belong to in>(I). Since f   r 2 I, we have f = r. This
proves the proposition.
The following lemma will be constantly used in what follows.
Lemma A.2.2. (i) (cf. [MT], Ch. 2, Cor. 2.2.3) If J = in>(I) and K = in>0(I)
are two initial ideals of an ideal I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], with J  K, then J = K.
(ii) Let I ( I 0  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] be two ideals and let > be any monomial order.
Then in>(I) ( in>(I 0).
Proof. (i) Suppose that J ( K. Then there exists f 2 I such that xu = lt>0(f) 2
K n J . In particular, xu =2 I. Let G be a Grobner basis of I with respect to >0 and
divide xu by G to obtain a remainder r 6= 0. Then none of the monomials of r lie
in K and xu   r 2 I. But then, no monomial of xu   r belongs to J , in particular
lt>(x
u   r) =2 J , which is a contradiction. Therefore, J = K.
(ii) Let G  I be a Grobner basis of I. If in>(I) = in>(I 0) then hlt(g)jg 2 Gi =
in>(I
0), i.e., G  I 0 is a Grobner basis of I 0, and in particular is a basis of I 0. Then
I = hGi = I 0, which is a contradiction.
Theorem A.2.3. (cf. [St], Ch. 1, Thm. 1.2, or [MT], Ch. 2, Prop. 2.2.1) Let I be
an ideal in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Then there are nitely many distinct initial ideals of I.
Proof. Suppose I has an innite number of initial ideals (in particular, I 6= f0g).
Let 0 be the set of all initial ideals of I and let f1 2 I. Every initial ideal M 2 0
contains a monomial of f1. Since f1 is a polynomial, there must be at least one
monomial m1 in f1 contained in innitely many M 2 0. Let 1 = fM 2 0jm1 2
Mg and let J1 = hm1i. Consider any initial ideal M 2 1 such that J1 ( M .
By proposition A.2.1, the monomials outside M form a k basis. Therefore, the
monomials not in J1 are linearly dependent modulo I. Then there exists a polynomial
f2 that is a linear combination of monomials not in J1 and such that f2 2 I. Again,
there exists some monomial m2 in f2 that is contained in innitely many initial
ideals of 1 and m2 =2 J1. Let 2 = fM 2 1jm2 2Mg and let J2 = hm1;m2i: Then
J1 ( J2. By repeating this process we can construct an innite ascending chain of
ideals J1 ( J2 ( J3    . Since k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] is noetherian this is impossible.
The Grobner fan of an ideal in k[x1; : : : ; xd] is a subdivision of Rd0 (see [MT],
Chapter 2, Denition 2.4.10). Since we want to deal with monomial subalgebras, we
will need to consider subdivisions of a little more general cone in Rd. For this we
introduce the following denitions.
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Denition A.2.4. Let  := R0(a1; : : : ; as)  Rd0 and let   Rd be its dual cone.
Consider w 2 , and f =P cuxu 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. We dene:
(1) The initial form inw(f) is the sum of terms cux
u in f with w  u maximized.
(2) The initial ideal of I with respect to w is inw(I) := hinw(f)jf 2 Ii:
(3) We say that G  I is a Grobner basis of I with respect to w if inw(G) = inw(I).
(4) Given a monomial order  in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], dene a new monomial order w
for which xu w xv if u  w > v  w or if u  w = v  w and xu  xv.
With the notation of the previous denition, let w 2 . Then w denes a grading
on k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] by taking degw(x
a) := wa. We say that an ideal I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]
is w-homogeneous if it is generated by w-homogeneous polynomials. For example,
inw(I) is a w-homogeneous ideal, since each inw(f) is a w-homogeneous polyno-
mial. The following lemma deals with the particularities of Grobner bases of w-
homogeneous ideals.
Lemma A.2.5. (i) If f =
Pm
i=1 fi and g =
Pn
i=1 gi are the expansions of two
polynomials in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] as the sum of their w-homogeneous components,
then f = g if and only if fi = gi for all i.
(ii) An ideal I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] is w-homogeneous if and only if for all f 2 I, each
w-homogeneous component of f is also in I.
(iii) Any w-homogeneous ideal I has a Grobner basis consisting of w-homogeneous
polynomials.
(iv) If f , g 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] are polynomials such that inw(f) + inw(g) 6= 0 and
degw(inw(f)) = degw(inw(g)) then inw(f + g) = inw(f) + inw(g).
Proof. (i) If fi = gi for all i then f = g. Now let us suppose that f = g. Let di =
degw(fi), ci = degw(gi) and suppose that d1 <    < dm, and c1 <    < cn.
If d1 < c1 then there is a monomial in f1 that is not a monomial of gi for all
i. This is a contradiction. Analogously, c1  d1. Therefore d1 = c1. If f1 6= g1,
reasoning similarly we obtain a contradiction. Continuing this way we have
fi = gi for all i.
(ii) Suppose that for all f 2 I, the w-homogeneous components of f are in I.
Then I = hf jf 2 Ii = hw-components of f jf 2 Ii, i.e., I is generated
by w-homogeneous polynomials. Now suppose that I is w-homogeneous. Let
f = f1+   +fm be the decomposition of an element of I into w-homogeneous
components. Since I is w-homogeneous then f = A1h1 +    + Atht for some
Ai 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] and some w-homogeneous polynomials hi. Now write
each Ai as a sum of its w-homogeneous components, and rearrange the sum
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A1h1 +    + Atht as a sum of w homogeneous components. Comparing this
rearrangement with f1+   + fm, and using (i), we have that each fi is a sum
of multiples of some hi's, i.e., each fi belong to I.
(iii) Let G = fg1; : : : ; gtg be a Grobner basis of I. Using (ii) and by denition of
Grobner basis, we have that G0 = fw-components of giji = 1; : : : ; tg is also a
Grobner basis for I.
(iv) Write f + g = inw(f) + inw(g) +m1 +    +mn, where the mi are monomi-
als whose w-degree is strictly less than degw(inw(f)) = degw(inw(g)). Since
inw(f) + inw(g) 6= 0 we obtain
inw(f + g) = inw(inw(f) + inw(g) +m1 +   +mn) = inw(f) + inw(g):
With this lemma at hand, now we can prove the following important proposition.
Proposition A.2.6. (cf. [St], Ch. 1, Prop. 1.8, or [MT], Ch. 2, Lem. 2.4.2) For
every ideal I  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] and any w 2 , we have in>(inw(I)) = in>w(I).
Proof. Let f 2 I. Since lt>w(f) = lt>(inw(f)) by denition of >w, we have lt>w(f) 2
in>(inw(I)), i.e., in>w(I)  in>(inw(I)).
For the other inclusion, let G be a Grobner basis for inw(I) with respect to > and
consisting of w-homogeneous polynomials. The existence of such a Grobner basis is
given by (iii) of lemma A.2.5. Let g 2 G (g 6= 0) be a w-homogeneous polynomial,
d = degw(g). Since g 2 inw(I), g =
Pr
i=1 hiinw(fi) for some hi 2 k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] and
fi 2 I. Let hi = mi1 +   +miti , where each mij is a monomial. Then
g =
rX
i=1
X
j
mij  inw(fi) =
rX
i=1
X
j
inw(mijfi):
Write the right-hand side of this equation as a sum of w-homogeneous components.
Since g is w-homogeneous of w-degree d, then the w-homogeneous components of
degree 6= d of the right hand side of the equation must cancel, according to (i)
of lemma A.2.5. Therefore, g =
P
inw(nkfk) for some nk 2 fmijg. Now, by (iv)
of lemma A.2.5, we obtain g = inw(
P
nkfk) = inw(f), where f =
P
nkfk 2 I.
Consequently lt>(g) = lt>(inw(f)) = lt>w(f), i.e., lt>(g) 2 in>w(I). This implies
in>(inw(I))  in>w(I).
Corollary A.2.7. (cf. [St], Ch. 1, Cor. 1.9, or [MT], Ch. 2, Lem. 2.4.2) If w 2 ,
and G is a Grobner basis of I with respect to >w, then finw(g)jg 2 Gg is a Grobner
basis for inw(I) with respect to >. In particular, it is a basis of inw(I).
Proof. Recall that lt>w(g) = lt>(inw(g)). By the proposition, in>(inw(I)) = in>w(I) =
hlt>w(g)jg 2 Gi = hlt>(inw(g))jg 2 Gi:
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In the polynomial ring case, for any monomial order >, and any ideal I 
k[x1; : : : ; xd], there exists a non-negative vector w 2 Rd0 such that inw(I) = in>(I)
(see [St], Chapter 1, Proposition 1.11). The proof of this theorem uses the following
elementary property: If ai  bi, i = 1; : : : ; d then xbjxa. The analogous theorem
for k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] cannot be proved in the same way since in this case the previous
property does not hold on this ring. For example, (2; 2) > (1; 0) termwise but x - x2y2
in k[x; xy]. We will not try to give a proof of this result in this context since we will
not actually need it.
A.3 Grobner fan in k[xa1; : : : ; xas]
Considering the results of the previous sections, now we can extend the notion of
Grobner fan of an ideal in the polynomial ring to ideals in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]. Again,
with some minor modications, the theory can be imitated almost word by word.
Proposition A.3.1. (cf. [St], Ch. 2, Prop. 2.3, or [MT], Ch. 2, Prop. 2.4.6) Let I
be an ideal in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], let w 2  and consider
C[w] := fw0 2 jinw(I) = inw0(I)g:
Then C[w] is the relative interior of a polyhedral cone inside .
Proof. As in the polynomial case, we are going to check that
C[w] = fw0 2 jinw0(gi) = inw(gi); for all gi 2 Gg =: W; (A.1)
where G = fg1; : : : ; grg is the reduced Grobner basis of I with respect to >w. For
gi 2 G, write gi =
P
j cijx
aij+
P
j c
0
ijx
bij , where inw(gi) =
P
j cijx
aij . The proposition
then follows because the set W of (A.1) equals
fw0 2 jw0  aij = w0  aik; w0  aij > w0  bik for i = 1; : : : ; r; and all j; kg: (A.2)
This is the relative interior of a polyhedral cone by denition. So let w0 2 W .
Then, by corollary A.2.7, inw(I)  inw0(I) and then in>(inw(I))  in>(inw0(I)).
If inw(I) ( inw0(I) then in>(inw(I)) ( in>(inw0(I)), by (ii) of lemma A.2.2. By
proposition A.2.6, this means in>w(I) ( in>w0 (I). This contradicts (i) of lemma
A.2.2. Therefore, inw0(I) = inw(I), i.e., w
0 2 C[w].
Now consider w0 2 C[w]. Then, by corollary A.2.7, inw0(I) = inw(I) = hinw(g1);
: : : ; inw(gr)i. Therefore, dividing inw0(gi) by finw(g1); : : : ; inw(gr)g, the remainder
is zero, by (ii) of theorem A.1.6. Since G is reduced then m = lt>w(gi) is the only
monomial in gi divisible by some lt>w(gj) (actually, j = i), so it must be a monomial
of inw0(gi) for the remainder to be zero. Write inw(gi) = m+h, and inw0(gi) = m+h
0.
Since G is reduced, none of the monomials in h and h0 belong to in>w(I). However,
h   h0 = inw(gi)   inw0(gi) 2 inw(I) so lt>(h   h0) 2 in>(inw(I)) = in>w(I). This
is only possible if h   h0 = 0 which implies inw(gi) = inw0(gi), i.e., w0 2 W . This
completes the proof.
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Our next goal is to prove that the set fC[w]jw 2 g is a fan. For this, we need
to introduce some notions of convex geometry.
Denition A.3.2. A polyhedron is a nite intersection of closed half-spaces in Rd,
i.e., it can be written as P = fx 2 RdjAx  bg, where A is a matrix with d columns.
Denition A.3.3. Let P be any polyhedron in Rd, w 2 Rd, viewed as a linear
functional. We dene:
(1) A face of P is any subset of P of the form
facew(P ) := fu 2 P jw  u  w  v for all v 2 Pg:
(2) Let F be a face of P . The normal cone of F at P is the set
NP (F ) := fw 2 Rdjfacew(P ) = Fg:
Lemma A.3.4. If F , F 0 are faces of a polyhedron P , then F 0 is a face of F if and
only if NP (F ) is a face of NP (F 0).
Proof. See [St], Chapter 2, page 11.
Denition A.3.5. Let f =
Pm
i=1 ci  xai 2 k[x1; : : : ; xd]. We dene the Newton
polytope of f as the convex hull of the points ai in Rd:
New(f) := Convfaiji = 1; : : : ;mg:
Lemma A.3.6. Let f =
Pm
i=1 ci  xai 2 k[x1; : : : ; xd], w 2 Rd. Then we have the
following relation: facew(New(f)) = New(inw(f)).
Proof. See [St], Chapter 2, page 12.
Now we can give the following geometric reformulation of proposition A.3.1:
Proposition A.3.7. (cf. [St], Ch. 2, pg. 13) Let I be an ideal in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ],
w 2  and let G be the reduced Grobner basis of I with respect to >w. Let P =
New(
Q
g2G g). Then,
C[w] = NP (facew(P )):
Proof. Let w0 2 C[w]. By proposition A.3.1, inw0(g) = inw(g) for all g 2 G. Let
g :=
Q
g2G g. Using lemma A.3.6 and the fact that inw(g
) =
Q
g2G inw(g), we
obtain
facew(New(g
)) = New(inw(g)) = New(inw0(g)) = facew0(New(g)):
Therefore w0 2 NP (facew(P )). To prove the other inclusion, let w0 2 NP (facew(P )),
i.e., facew(P ) = facew0(P ). This implies that, for u 2 P , w  u  w  v for all v 2 P
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if and only if w0  u  w0  v for all v 2 P ; and also that w  u > w  v if and only if
w0  u > w0  v, for v 2 P . If G contains only one element g, then this observation
directly implies inw(g) = inw0(g), i.e., w
0 2 C[w]. Thus, we assume that G contains
at least two elements.
Suppose that inw(g) 6= inw0(g) for some g 2 G and let g =
Pm
i=1 cix
ai +Pn
j=1 djx
bj , where inw(g) =
Pm
i=1 cix
ai . There are two cases:
(i) There exist j1; : : : ; jr 2 f1; : : : ; ng such that w0  a1 =    = w0  am = w0  bj1 =
   = w0  bjr > w0  bj, for all j 6= jk. Let xc be any monomial in
Q
g0 6=g inw(g
0).
Then ai + c 2 facew(P ), i.e., w  (ai + c)  w  v for all v 2 P and all ai. Now,
since w  ai > w  bj we have w  (ai+ c) > w  (bj + c) for any i, j. On the other
hand, w0  (ai + c) = w0  (bjk + c). This is a contradiction.
(ii) There exists i0 2 f1; : : : ;mg such that w0  ai0 < w0  aj or w0  ai0 < w0  bj
whenever xaj or xbj are monomials of inw0(g). We consider x
c as in (i). Then
w  (ai0 + c)  w  v for all v 2 P . If w0  ai0 < w0  aj or w0  ai0 < w0  bj, then
w0(ai0+c) < w0(aj+c) or w0(ai0+c) < w0(bj+c). Since w(ai0+c) = w(aj+c)
and w  (ai0 + c) > w  (bj + c), we have the same contradiction as in (i).
Therefore, (i) and (ii) implies that inw(g) = inw0(g) for all g 2 G, and so w0 2 C[w]
by proposition A.3.1.
Lemma A.3.8. (cf. [St], Ch. 2, Prop. 2.4, or [MT], Ch. 2, Prop. 2.4.9) Let I be an
ideal in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ], let w 2  and let G be the reduced Grobner basis of I with
respect to >w. Consider w
0 2 C[w] n C[w]. Then,
(i) inw(I) = inw(inw0(I)).
(ii) in>w(I) = in>w;w0 (I).
(iii) G is also the reduced Grobner basis of I with respect to >w;w0.
Proof. (i) Since w0 2 C[w] n C[w], some of the strict inequalities in (A.2) of
proposition A.3.1 turn into equalities and so inw(g) = inw(inw0(g)), for all
g 2 G. This implies inw(I)  inw(inw0(I)). If this inclusion is strict, then
in>w(I) = in>(inw(I)) ( in>(inw(inw0(I))) = in>w;w0 (I), according to (ii) of
lemma A.2.2. But this contradicts (i) of the same lemma. Therefore inw(I) =
inw(inw0(I)).
(ii) Using that inw(I) = inw(inw0(I)), we have in>w(I) = in>w;w(I) = in>w(inw(I)) =
in>w(inw(inw0(I))) = in>w;w(inw0(I)) = in>w(inw0(I)) = in>w;w0 (I):
(iii) For any g 2 G, inw(g) = inw(inw0(g)). Therefore lt>w(g) = lt>w;w(g) =
lt>w(inw(g)) = lt>w(inw(inw0(g))) = lt>w;w(inw0(g)) = lt>w;w0 (g): Using this
fact and (ii) we obtain in>w;w0 (I) = in>w(I) = hlt>w(g)jg 2 Gi = hlt>w;w0 (g)jg 2
Gi. This is what we wanted to prove.
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Denition A.3.9. A polyhedral fan  is a collection of polyhedral cones in Rd such
that:
(1) If P 2  and F is a face of P , then F 2 .
(2) If P1, P2 2 , then P1 \ P2 is a face of P1 and of P2.
Proposition A.3.10. (cf. [St], Chapter 2, Proposition 2.4, or [MT], Chapter 2,
Proposition 2.4.9) The set GF (I) := fC[w]jw 2 g forms a polyhedral fan.
Proof. Let w0 2 C[w] n C[w]. Let G be the reduced Grobner basis of I with respect
to >w. By lemma A.3.8, G is also the reduced Grobner basis of I with respect to
>w;w0 . According to proposition A.3.7, we obtain
C[w] = NP (facew(P )) and C[w0] = NP (facew0(P ));
where P = New(
Q
g2G g). Since w
0 2 C[w] n C[w], facew(P ) is a face of facew0(P ).
By lemma A.3.4, C[w0] is a face of C[w].
We want to show that GF (I) satises the conditions for being a fan. So let F be
any face of C[w]. If w0 is any vector in the relative interior of F , then the argument
in the previous paragraph shows that F = C[w0] is a face of C[w].
Finally, suppose that C[w] and C[w0] are two cones with neither closure contained
in the other. As before, for any w00 2 P = C[w] \ C[w0], the cone C[w00] is a face of
C[w] and C[w0]. Hence P is a union of common faces of these two cones. Since P is
convex, it must in fact be just one face, i.e., P is a face of each.
Denition A.3.11. The set GF (I) is called the Grobner fan of I.
Remark A.3.12. Every cone in GF (I) is determined by a reduced Grobner basis
with respect to some monomial order according to proposition A.3.1. By theorem
A.2.3, there are only nitely many such reduced Grobner bases. Thus, GF (I) is a
nite set.
The next algorithm will allow us to actually compute Grobner bases of ideals in
k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] with respect to w 2 , and consequently, Grobner fans.
Algorithm A.3.13. (cf. [St], Chapter 11, Algorithm 11.24.)
Input: Generators for an ideal J  k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] and w 2 .
Output: A Grobner basis for J with respect to w.
(1) Consider the canonical epimorphism
 : k[y1; : : : ; ys]! k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ]; yi 7! xai :
(2) For each generator of J choose a preimage, and let J  k[y1; : : : ; ys] be the
ideal they generate.
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(3) Compute the reduced Grobner basis G of the ideal ker+ J with respect to any
monomial order rening the weight vector ATw, where A is the (d s) matrix
formed by the a0is.
(4) Output its image (G) = f(g)jg 2 Gg in k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ].
Proof. G  ker + J implies (G)  J . We want to show that finw((g))jg 2 Gg
generates the ideal inw(J). Firstly, we prove that for any g 2 G,
inw((g)) = (inATw(g)):
Let yb := yb11    ybss , bi 2 N, and xa = (yb). Then because of the way  was dened,
(ATw)  b = (Ab)  w = a  w. This implies that, for any f 2 k[y1; : : : ; ys] such
that (inATw(f)) 6= 0, we have inw((f)) = (inATw(f)). Now consider g 2 G. Let
g1 := inATw(g), g2 := g   g1, and suppose (g1) = 0. Then g1 2 ker  ker + J
and since also g 2 ker + J then g2 2 ker + J . This implies that lt>AT w(g2) 2
in>AT w(ker +
J) = in>AT w(G). But then, there exists g
0 2 G such that lt>AT w(g0)
divides lt>AT w(g2). Since G is a reduced Grobner basis this implies g2 = 0. Therefore,
(inATw(g)) = 0 = inw((g)), as desired.
Now we need to prove that f(inATw(g))jg 2 Gg generates the ideal inw(J). Let
h =
P
i cix
i 2 J , where i =
Ps
j=1 ijaj, and h has as few monomials as possible.
Then, by taking h =
P
i ciy
i1
1    yiss , we have a one-to-one correspondence between
the monomials of h and those of h, given by (yi11    yiss ) = xi . This implies
(h) = h and (inATw(h)) = inw(h). Since h 2  1(J) = ker+ J , then inATw(h) 2
inATw(ker+ J) = inATw(G) by corollary A.2.7. Then inATw(h) 2 hinATw(g)jg 2 Gi
implies inw(h) 2 h(inATw(g))jg 2 Gi which is what we wanted to prove.
A.4 Grobner degeneration
For an ideal in the polynomial ring, it is well known that the passage from an ideal to
any of its initial ideals is given by the existence of some at family. In this section,
following the known case, we show that this result is also valid in the monomial
subalgebra case.
Let k[A] := k[xa1 ; : : : ; xas ] be a monomial subalgebra. Let  := R0(a1; : : : ; as) 
Rd0 and let   Rd its dual cone. Consider w 2 , and f =
P
cux
u 2 k[A]. Let
d(f) := maxfw  ujcu 6= 0g. Dene
ft := t
d(f)f(t w1x1; : : : ; t wdxd) = td(f)f(t wa1xa1 ; : : : ; t wasxas):
Then we have ft = inw(f) + t  f 0, for some f 0 2 k[A][t]. Let It := hftjf 2 Ii be the
ideal in k[A][t] generated by the ft.
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Theorem A.4.1. (cf. [E], Chapter 15, Section 8, Theorem 15.17) For any ideal
I ( k[A], the k[t] algebra k[A][t]=It is free (and thus at) as a k[t] module. Fur-
thermore,
k[A][t]
It

k[t] k[t; t 1] = k[A]
I
[t; t 1];
k[A][t]
It

k[t] k[t]
(t)
= k[A]
inw(I)
:
Thus k[A][t]=It is a at family over k[t] of quotients of k[A] whose ber over 0 is
k[A]=inw(I) and whose ber over any (t  u), for u 6= 0 2 k, is k[A]=I.
Proof. We rst show the identity k[A][t]=It
k[t]k[t](t) = k[A]=inw(I): Using the fact
that, for any f 2 I, ft = inw(f) + t  f 0, for some f 0 2 k[A][t], it is straightforward
to check that It + (t)  k[A][t] = inw(I)  k[A][t] + (t)  k[A][t]. Then
k[A][t]
It

k[t] k[t]
(t)
= k[A][t]
It
.
(t)  k[A][t]
It
= k[A][t]
It + (t)  k[A][t]
= k[A][t]
inw(I)  k[A][t] + (t)  k[A][t]
= k[A][t]
(t)  k[A][t]
.
inw(I)  k[A][t]
(t)  k[A][t]
= k[A]
inw(I)
To prove the other identity, consider the automorphism of k[x1; : : : ; xd][t; t
 1] given
by xi 7! twixi. This automorphism restricts to the automorphism
' : k[A][t; t 1]! k[A][t; t 1]; xai 7! twaixai :
In addition, '(It  k[A][t; t 1]) = I  k[A][t; t 1]. To see this, let f 2 I, and consider
ft = t
d(f)f(t wa1xa1 ; : : : ; t wasxas). Then
'(ft) = t
d(f)f(twa1t wa1xa1 ; : : : ; twast wasxas) = td(f)f(xa1 ; : : : ; xas):
Since td(f)f(xa1 ; : : : ; xas) 2 I  k[A][t; t 1], we see that '(It  k[A][t; t 1])  I 
k[A][t; t 1]. For the other inclusion, let f 2 I and consider t d(f)ft 2 It  k[A][t; t 1].
Since '(t d(f)ft) = f we see that I  '(It  k[A][t; t 1]) and so I  k[A][t; t 1] 
'(It  k[A][t; t 1]). Therefore, ' induces an isomorphism
~' :
k[A][t; t 1]
It  k[A][t; t 1] !
k[A][t; t 1]
I  k[A][t; t 1] :
But now we have nished since the ring on the left is isomorphic to k[A][t]
It

k[t]k[t; t 1]
and the one on the right to k[A]
I

k k[t; t 1] = k[A]I [t; t 1].
Now we prove the rst statement of the theorem. Let > be any monomial order
on k[A] and consider the monomial order >w. Let B = fxujxu =2 in>w(I)g and
consider the projection 0 : k[A] ! k[A]=I. We know that 0(B) form a basis
for k[A]=I as a k-vector space (proposition A.2.1). Now consider the projection
 : k[A][t]! k[A][t]=It. We claim that (B) is a k[t]-basis for k[A][t]=It.
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(i) (B) is linearly independent over k[t]. To show this, rst notice that since
0(B) is a basis of k[A]=I, then f0(b)
1jb 2 Bg is a basis of k[A]I 
k[t] k[t; t 1]
as a k[t; t 1]-module (see [L], Chapter XVI, Prop. 4.1). The isomorphism
k[A]=I 
k k[t; t 1] = k[A][t; t 1]=I  k[A][t; t 1] maps 0(b)
 1 to 2(b), where
2 is the projection
2 : k[A][t; t
 1]! k[A][t; t
 1]
I  k[A][t; t 1] :
Then f2(b)jb 2 Bg is a basis of k[A][t; t 1]=I k[A][t; t 1] as a k[t; t 1]-module.
But then ~' 1(2(B)) is a basis of k[A][t; t 1]=I k[A][t; t 1] as a k[t; t 1]-module.
Consider the projection
1 : k[A][t; t
 1]! k[A][t; t
 1]
It  k[A][t; t 1] :
For every xu 2 B, we have ~' 1(2(xu)) = 1(' 1(xu)) = 1(t wuxu) =
1(t
 wu)1(xu). Since 1(t wu) is a unit, we have that the set f1(b)jb 2 Bg is
a basis of k[A][t; t 1]=It  k[A][t; t 1] as a k[t; t 1]-module. In particular, 1(B)
is linearly independent over k[t; t 1].
We want to show that (B) is linearly independent over k[t]. Consider
P
i i(bi) =
0, where i 2 k[t]. Then
P
i ibi 2 It  It  k[A][t; t 1], i.e.,
P
i i1(bi) = 0.
Since i 2 k[t]  k[t; t 1] and 1(B) is linearly independent, then i = 0 for
all i.
(ii) spank[t](B) = k[A][t]=It. It is enough to show that, for any monomial x
u 2
k[A], (xu) 2 spank[t](B). To begin with, I ( k[A] implies 1 =2 in>w(I) and
so (1) 2 (B). Let xu 2 k[A]. Since >w is a well order, we may inductively
assume that for any monomial m satisfying xu >w m, (m) is in spank[t](B).
If xu 2 B, we are done. If not, then xu 2 hlt>w(f)jf 2 Ii and so there exists
g 2 I such that xu = lt>w(g). Every monomial in xu   gt is a product of a
monomial m with some power of t and such that xu >w m. By induction,
(m) 2 spank[t](B) and so h = (xu   gt) 2 spank[t](B). Since gt 2 It we
conclude (xu) = h 2 spank[t](B).
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